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Calloway agrees to one contract with Murray

ELECTION 2004

Whitfield stumps
for himself, local
Republicans

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
For a time, it appears both the Calloway
County and Murray Independent school districts can take a breather in regards to their
ongoing battle over non-resident average
daily attendance contracts and Calloway's
quest to narrow the gap between students
living in its district but going to Murral,
schools.
After an hour-long executive session in 4
special called meeting on Saturday, the
Calloway board of education announced that
it was withdrawing any previous proposals it
had made with the Murray Independent
School district in regards to contracts for the
2005-06 school year.
Furthermore, the board also drafted a resolution stating that, for the 2004-05 year
only. Calloway will release all ADA funds to
Murray when it came to students residing
within the Calloway district and who are
enrolled at Murray for students kindergarten
through 12th grade.
Because this will be submitted to the
Kentucky State Department of Education by
Nov. 1, both districts will keep their respective ADA funds for the current year, which
amounts to around $1.9 million combined
— about $1.2 million for Murray and another $700,000 for Calloway.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photu
Calloway County Board of Education chairman Jeff Gordon addresses a
crowd at Saturday's special-called meeting during which the county school
district agreed to sign the 2004-05 nonresident contract with Murray
Independent Schools so both districts can receive state money.

"That's why we did this today, because
we don't want to really mess with that Nov.
I deadline," said Calloway Superintendent
Steve Hoskins, noting that scheduling issues
with one of the board members also was a
factor in the meeting being held on a

Saturday.
"But you've got that Nos. 1 deadline
there, and we just felt foolish to leave that
money on the table."

•See Page 3
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Ill. tries to
purchase
vaccines
in Europe

Congressman Ed Whitfield, a Republican, stumps for
himself and fellow GOP candidates Saturday at the
Calloway County Courthouse.
ning a full-fledged campaign
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
even though his opponents are
Staff Writer
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield wants the least aggressive he's had.
local voters to send Ken Winters Barlow. a Democrat, is a write-in
to the state Senate and Melvin candidate and Providence's Billy
Henley to Kentucky's House. R. Cartwright is running on the
Oh, and, he'd like to go back to Democratic ticket.
Even though Whitfield said
Washington. D.C., himself.
Whitfield rallied a Republican his race isn't tight, he knows this
crowd of about 50 people is an important election nationalSaturday at the Calloway County ly and at the state level. He called
Courthouse, stumping for the the nation divided, citing tense
local GOP candidates and personal feelings on social issues
reminding voters he is on the on both sides of the spectrum.
Nov. 2 ballot seeking his sixth But he urged voters to stick with
President George W. Bush.
consecutive term.
Contrary to what one side
Whitfield has represented the
more than 34 counties that says. Whitfield said, the national
stretch from the Mississippi economy is not in shambles.
River on the west to the Consider Sept. II, 2001, corpoAppalachian foothills on the east rate scandals, conflicts in Iraq
since 1994. That's the year he and Afghanistan and a unsecure
defeated former Congressman stock market, he said.
"With everything that has
Tom Barlow and became the first
to our country. I think
happened
from
elected
Republican
Kentucky's 1st District since the
Civil War.
The incumbent says he's run- •See Page 2

Bunning, Mongiardo
crisscross state in last
week of campaign
Mongiardo, a Democrat,
By BRUCE SCHREINER
will launch his _statewide tour
Associated Press Writer
a
with
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Tuesday
Jim
Sen.
U.S.
Republican
in
rally
Bunning and challenger Daniel
Louisville.
of
Mongiardo will cover lots
Mongiardo
ground in the last full week of a
will visit at
campaign
40
least
has
that
communitaken some
this
ties
unexpected
week in a
turns.
new
A
Monglardo recreational
vehicle
poll
Care
"Health
the
dubbed
released
Sunday Express."
Mongiardo, a doctor and
showed the
the
from
senator
gap between state
Bunning
has Appalachian town of Hazard,
them
has made improving health
narrowed.
Bunning. who is seeking a care a central theme of his
second term, kicks off a five- campaign.
campaign
Mongiardo's
day bus tour on his home turf
after a
momentum
the
claimed
of northern Kentucky on
cut
has
he
showed
poll
new
Monday.
Bunning said he would tout into the comfortable lead
ago.
his "mainstream conservative" Bunning held just a month
The poll, published Sunday
record at campaign rallies
planned in 25 communities
II See Page 2
across Kentucky.
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CHICAGO (APi
Rod Blagojevich says his
administration has negotiated
tentative agreement to purchy.,,.
at least 30,000 flu vaccination,
from British wholesalers, but
federal regulators must still
approve the deal.
Blagojevich's office said a
letter would be sent to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
on Monday requesting its
approval of the deal. s%hich
would allow the state to provide
flu shots to Illinoisans at risk ot
serious complications from the
flu.
The Illinois Department ot
Public Health would distribute
the vaccinations to nursing
home residents across the state.
spokeswoman
Blagojevich
Abby Ottenhoff said.
Ottenholl did not know how
many of the state's roughly
100,000 nursing home residents
may have already received a flu
shot. She said the new vaccinations would supplement the
35,000 doses the state_ recei%
ing from federal authorities for
Medicaid patients.
"I am calling on the FDA to
work with us immediately to
allow us to purchase the flu
shots we need." Blagoje‘ich
said in a statement. "The sooner
they give their approval. the
sooner we can get flu vaccines
to the senior citizens 'who need
them the most."
A phone message left with
the FDA on Sunday night was
not immediately returned. The
state Department of Public
Health could not he reached for
comment.
The vaccine wholesalers
have already established a relationship with the state through
its I-SaveRx program. w hich
offers Illinois residents access to
affordable prescription drugs
from pharmacies in Britain and
Canada. Ottenhoff said.

Fun on
the Farm
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photos

With her mother, Pati, watching from
behind, 5-year-old Tara Phillips paints a
small pumpkin at one of the many activity booths made available during
Saturday's Fall on the Farm festivities at
Murray State University's Pullen Farm.
The event was conducted by the MSU
Agriculture Leadership Council, along
with the University's School of
Agriculture. At right, Dylan Phillips
posed for his photograph at this exhibit
during the event.

•See Page 2
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Poll: Bush holds strong margin over Kerry in presidential race
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
President Bush is maintaining a strong
lead over Sen. John Kerry in Kentucky.
according to a Bluegrass PoH published
Sunday.
Bush holds a I7-point lead over
Kerry in the state, about the same result
as a similar poll taken a month ago,
according to The Courier-Journal of
Louisville, which published both polls.
The latest poll, conducted Monday
through Wednesday. showed that
among likely voters. Bush is the choice
of 56 percent of Kentuckians, corn-

•Whitfield .
From Front
it is remarkable that our economy
is doing as well as it is,"
Whitfield said. "Kentucky, and
specifically Murray. is doing
even better."
Whitfield serves on the House
Commerce
Energy
and
Committee and several subcommittees -- health, engergy and air
quality, oversight and investigations and commerce trade and
consumer protection. He takes
pride in helping recruit jobs and
environmental
imprnve
resources. He has secured money
and
Campbell
Fort
for
Kentucky's waterways. supported tobacco growers and worked
for better rural health care.
native,
Hopkinsville
A
Whitfield earned his bachelor of
science degree in business his
lass degree from University of
Kentucky. He did graduate work
at Wesley Theological Seminary.
He's also served as a 1st lieutenant in the Amy reserves.
Whitfield said he had confidence in Kentucky Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, who was a colleague in
the U.S. House before he was
elected almost a year ago the
state's first Republican governor
in more than three decades.
"He smart, and, two, he has
tremendous character." Whitfield
said of Fletcher. "I do belies e if

in' Toitrier11mintal

BLUEGRASS POLL
pared with 39 percent for Kerry and 1
percent for independent candidate
Ralph Nader. Four percent were undecided.
The survey, conducted by telephone,
polled 690 likely voters and has a margin of error of plus or minus 3.7 percentage points.
Last month's Bluegrass Poll put

•
he's given all the informatoin,
he'll do the right thing 95 percent
of the time. That's how much
confidence I have. in him.
Whenever you take over from the
Democrats after 40 years — and
that's what we've done — there
are going to be problems."
Fletcher gained early criticism
when and the GOP-controlled
Senate tried to attach a tax modernization plan to the state's
budget. The House, which has a
Democratic majority, would not
agree. The General Assembly
failed to pass a budget. so the
state is operating on the governor's spending plan.
"We have had our success. We
have great people. We have a
great state. We have skilled
workers and training," Whitfield
said. "But we need a tax system
to compete with those other
states. That's what Ernie Fletcher
is trying to do.Government's role is build the
infrastructure so people can have
opportunity.
and
services
Whitfield said.
"At some point we have to
come together and work for the
people." he said of partisan politics.
But he concluded his stump
speech supporting two local
Republican candidates. Winters
is running against Mayfield's
Dennis Null for the 1st District

Bush at 53 percent, Kerry at 38 percent
and Nader at 3 percent, with 6 percent
undecided.
While national polls on the race for
the White House have tightened and
some show a dead heat. Kentuckians
haven't changed their minds much over
the last month.
Even though Bush holds a comfortable lead, only 39 percent of all respondents said the country was going in the
right direction, down from 45 percent a
month ago.
Mike Wehner, 60, a Louisville mov-

ing company sales representative, said diem, without a doubt," said Rtkeri
he plans to vote for Bush because he Wofford, 53, a retired quality control
agrees with him on most issues. Wehner inspector who lives in Harrodsburg.
By area of the state, support for
was among the people polled who
Kerry and his running mate, Sen. John
agreed to be interviewed.
"He probably did not win the Edwards, was highest in the Bluegrass
debates," Wehner said, adding that region around Lexington at 50 percent
Kerry was not believable because "he and in the Louisville-North Central
region at 47 percent.
wants to be everything to everybody."
Bush and Vice President Dick
the
said
backers
Kerry's
garnered the most backers in
Cheney
showings
strong
senator's
Massachusetts
in the debates served to further cement northern Kentucky, 69 percent; souththeir intention to vote for the Democrat. central Kentucky,66 percent; and west"I thought he did well in all three of ern Kentucky,65 percent.

•Bunning, Mongiardo
state Senate seat, for which Sen.
Bob Jackson. D-Murray, chose
not to seek re-election. For the
state House. Henley is challenging incumbent Rep. Buddy
Buckingham, D-Murray, to represent the 5th District.
Winters and Henley both
promised better representation
for western Kentucky. If elected.
represent
would
Henley
Calloway County and part of
Trigg County while Winters
would serve a seven-county
region.
"They fly over us to get to
California. If we didn't have the
representative we have, they'd
forget about us," the former
of
said
mayor
Murray
Kentucky's federal delegation.
"And they almost forget about us
in Frankfort. Once I get there, our
wheel will squeak loudly so we
get the grease we so badly need."
Winters said he knows the
needs vary throughout the seven
counties — Carlisle, Calloway,
Fulton, Hickman, Graves. Trigg
and Lyon — he hopes to represent in the state Senate.
"Kentucky is blessed and we
need to remember that when we
go to the polls, " Winters said.
"But we are tired of 1-65 being
classified as west Kentucky.... I
don't believe you'll go wrong if
you send Melvin and me to
Frankfort."

.1

From Front
in The Courier-Journal of
Louisville, showed Bunning is
apparently leading by 6 percentage points.
The difference is within the
margin of error, which means
the race could be tighter, or
Bunning's lead could be larger.
that
confident
"We're
momentum is on our side,"
Mongiardo campaign manager
Kim Geveden said Sunday.
"We've seen a dramatic shift
and we want to keep that energy level up and energize. our
supporters."
Bunning had a 17-point lead
in a similar poll in September.
Bunning campaign manager
David Young said the incumbent's message would resonate
with voters in the final days of
the campaign.
He said that Bunning -has
the experience and leadership
Kentucky needs during these
challenging times."
Mongiardo also is getting a
late boost from the Democratic
Campaign
Senatorial
Committee, which has begun

attacking press.
ads
running
Young said that Bunning
Bunning.
"It's a reflection of how far has campaigned extensively in
Daniel has come in terms of Lexington and Louisville, and
his ability to win this race," plans to return to both cities
Geveden said the of DSCC before the Nov. 2 election.
The tightening race reflectads.
in the newspaper poll comes
ed
role
the
Young downplayed
of the Democratic group. as Bunning has been dogged
Young said Bunning still has a by some recent missteps.
Last week. Bunning said he
commanding advantage in
campaign cash and organiza- didn't know Army reservists
had refused a convoy mission
tion.
-If the national, liberal in Iraq. Mongiardo pounced on
Democrats want to waste their the remark, saying it ,showed
money in Kentucky, be our that Bunning is out of touch
guest." Young said.
with issues.
Bunning's bus tour will stop
Earlier in the month,
in several Republican strong- Bunning used a TelePrompTer
holds as well as in western for some comments while parKentucky — which is mainly ticipating via satellite in his
Democratic in registration but only debate with Mongiardo.
where Republicans have made
Bunning, 73, has accused
considerable inroads in recent Mongiardo of spreading "disyears.
gusting" rumors that the
Bunning's schedule does
isn't mentally fit to
incumbent
not include stops in Louisville
keep his job.
state's
the
or Lexington,
Mongiardo dismissed the
largest cities.
as "another absurd
accusation
Geveden said Bunning's
not
exclusion of the two cities comment," and said he had
about
any
rumors
spread
from his bus tour was meant to
"hide from the scrutiny of the Bunning's health.

Local stations to rebroadcast
council candidate forum
Staff Report

•Vaccines
From Front
State officials negotiated a
s accine purchase price of $7 a
dose, about 30 percent less than
what is currently charged in the
United States, according to the
,los-crnor's office.
'lhc nation's Supply of the sac-

••

eine became scarce after British
manufacturer Chiron Corp. was
barred from shipping any of its
doses because of contamination.
Chiron accounts for about half
the U.S. vaccine supply.
200,000
year,
Each
Americans are hospitalized with
the virus and 36.000 die.

Blagojevich has been a leading figure in the push to buy prescription drugs from Canada.
Illinois last year requested federal approval to set up a pilot
program for the state to import
drugs from Canada for state
employees and retirees, but the
request was rejected.

Friends and Voters
of Kentucky House District 5
- Calloway and Trigg Counties -

Murray Ledger & Times
For people who are not able to attend tonight's Murray City
Council candidate forum at the Murray Woman's Club will have
several chances to see rebroadcasts of the event later this week.
The forum will feature the 19 candidates vying for 12 council
seats. It begins at 7 p.m. at the clubhouse on Vine Street. Doors open
at 6:30 p.m.
Charter's channel 19 Will rebroadcast the forum at I p.m. and 5
p.m. Tuesday and I p.m. and 4 p.m. Wednesday.
Local radio station WNBS will reair the event at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday.
All city residents can vote for city council candidates on the Nov.
2 ballot. The top 12 vote-getters win two-year terms on the council.

GREY HAWK, Ky.(AP) -A Kentucky State Police trooper
shot and killed an armed suspect
while investigating a disturbance at a residence in Jackson
County.
The unidentified trooper,
who works in the Richmond
post. was confronted by the

unidentified suspect upon arriving at the residence, police said.
He shot the suspect, who was
pronounced dead at the scene by
Jackson County coroner Lonnie
Hacker. An autopsy will be conducted in Frankfort.
The trooper was not injured.
State police released no other
information.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN

MURRAY

• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

itua

I am so proud and thankful that the race for Kentucky House District 5
between my( ponent and I has taken the high road regarding public
service. Whi I believe that there are honest difference in philosophy
and style. I ow in my heart that both I and my opponent are in this
race for the right reasons. We simply want to make life better for the
people we hope to serve.
I want to also commend both the Calloway County DemocratiL and
Republican Committees for refusing to become involved in negative
campaigning. This is an indication of the kind of people we have in
Calloway County.
When the election is over it is imperative that everyone come together
to push our community forward into the 21st century. This is much easier to do when there is not rancor among our citizens.
Regardless of how this race tUrns out. I have enjoyed the campaign and
the opportunity to meet with so many fine people. Of course. I ask for
your vote. But above all. I ask that you DO vote.
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Trooper shoots, kills suspect

Got news? Call 753-1916.

As many of you know,this political season has been one of the most animated and, sometimes, acrimonious in memory. From the Presidential
debates on down to the local level; many, if not most, races have
become nothing more than negative campaigning, leaving the voters
with the, distasteful task of choosing which candidate they happen to
think is the lesser of two evils.
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From Front
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So, with '04-05 seemingly
settled, that leaves '05-06 to be
decided later. The deadline for a
decision on that is Feb. 1, 2005,
and there is sure to be more discussion on that issue between
the two sides.
Dale Reid, superintendent of
Murray
Independent
School dissaid
trict
he
once
receives the
agreement
from
Calloway
County, he
Reid
will call a
special
board meeting to sign the 200405 contract. However, 2005-06
still needs to be discussed.
"This leaves 2005-2006 still
open," Reid said, adding that the
current agreement allows both
sides more time to discuss the
issue. "It needs to be a collaborative effort between both
boards to come to a decision
about enrollment for the 20052006 school year."
Much discussion was heard
from both sides Saturday as
around 100 Murray representatives, mostly parents. came to
voice their opinions on the matter. A handful of Calloway parents also were present. That
attendance was enough to have
the meeting moved from
Calloway's central office to the
Calloway County High School
cafeteria.

Once that move was made,
Calloway Chairman Jeff Gordon
used some humor in opening
remarks to try and ease tension
before getting to the issue at
hand.
Gordon said the issue, which
was hatched when Hoskins and
the board discovered Murray
was receiving around 200 more
students residing in the
Calloway district than Calloway
had enrolled from Murray, has
driven a wedgehetween two districts that traditionally have had
positive relations
"We're not hard core about
this," he said. -There are 56
independent school districts and
120 county districts in the state
of Kentucky, and every one of
them have agreements, which
are very important, because they
allow funding to remain in those
districts.
"We've always had these
types of agreements with
Murray Independent, and, from
time to time, we have asked for
changes because(of the non-resident gap favoring Murray
becoming larger).
"Now, when 1. first came on
the board, we had a difference of
about 75 students, but now it's
up near 200. And when it comes
up to 200, that equals out to
about $700,000 that should be
here.
"All we're telling the Murray
board is let's get something set
up that will allow that number to
drop and create more of a balance."
Balance has been the key
word for Calloway, particolarly

in comments
from
Hoskins,
the
since
issu
became public about two
weeks ago.
Hoskins also
had stated
Hoskins
earlier his
district was
willing to continue losing
money for a time in order to
allow students already enrolled
in their districts and their siblings to stay put through their
12th-grade years, citing that
doing this, also known as grandfathering in those students,
would allow for a slow progression toward the desired balance.
Under Calloway's previous
proposal, students not yet
enrolled in either district and not
siblings of students already
enrolled would have attended
the schools of their residing districts, beginning next year.
"Kids don't need to be taken
out of where they are now.
When they're already enrolled
somewhere, that's where they
need to be," Hoskins said
Saturday. "But I cannot imagine
the Murray Independent district
would let that much money go
out of their district without taking a look at it.
"We're talking about a lot of
money."
Hoskins provided a graphic
showing the nonresident numbetween
bers comparison
Murray and Calloway from the
1993-94 school year until this

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger 8. Times photo

Carolyn Winchester, a Murray parent, addresses the
Calloway board during its meeting Saturday.
year.
That first year, students going
from Calloway to Murray nuinbered 303, compared ‘o 255
doing the opposite. The gap then
widened with each year. reaching a 332-214 margin in '98-99
before narrowing to 307-257 for
'99-2000.
In 2000-01, the gap had
widened again to 338-219 and

Seven children killed in Ohio fire
By JOHN SEEWER
Associated Press Writer
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) —
Joe Jaramillo climbed the
staircase with smoke searing
his eyes and the cries of seven
trapped children ringing in his
ears. But he couldn•t get any
closer.
"They were yelling 'Help
us!' but I couldn't do anything.
I had to come back for air." he
said.
The youngsters died after a
tire broke out in a Toledo
apartment Sunday afternoon.
The victims — six girls and
one boy — were between 6
months and 7 years old.
Firefighters arrived about a
minute after receiving an
emergency call, but met heavy
flames on a staircase as they
fought to reach the victims,
Chief Michael Bell said.
They contained the fire
quickly after pulling the children out, he said.

Jaramillo ran into the twostory building and tried to get
upstairs where the children
were trapped, as the mother of
some,. of the children stood
outside screaming that her
babies were inside.
Jaramillo, 36, said he had
been visiting his daughter in
the area. ...
No adults were injured, but
five of the children died at
hospitals soon after the blaze.
authorities said.
A sixthi child died several
hours later and the seventh
died early Monday, a spokeswoman for St. Vincent Mercy
Medical Center said.
Bell said no adults were in
the building when firefighters
arrived. It was unclear if
adults were inside when the
blaze broke out.
The cause of the fire had
not been determined.
Jaramillo said, the father of
one of the children had tried to

go upstairs with a fire extin- brick apartment building,
guisher. "but it didn't work." which contained five units
He and the father tried to go said Battalion Chief Mark
up the stairs a second time, but Klein.
complex.
the
Outside
the smoke and flames were too
decorations
Halloween
thick.
"Then it was just quiet," remained in the front yard and
paper cutout bats were taped
Jaramillo said.
The Lucas County coro- to the front window.
Clay Neal, 32. who lived in
ner's office said Monday it
had not completed identifying the apartment next to the victhe victims. Neighbors said tims', said the children were
the woman who lived in the always outside riding bikes
apartment with her children and playing games.
He arrived just as paraalso had two sisters who live
were taking a baby out
medics
complex.
apartment
the
in
Three of the children were of the building on a stretcher.
"It just brings tears to my
Reynolds
at
students
School, said eyes because all of the kids
Elementary
school district spokeswoman didn't make it," Neal said.
Jane Brtiss.
Relatives of the victims
who gathered outside the hospital Sunday night declined to
comment.
Nearly all the fire damage
was limited to one apartment
and the roof of the two-story

ELECT

ANNAZETTE FIELDS
on Nov. 2 for Murray City Council

•

#19 on the Ballot
• MSU Director
of Equal Opportunity
• MSU Graduate
• Leadership Kentuck
• Hospice Volunteer
• Douglass Reunion
Committee

"The Right Selection for the Election."

Murray State
University

WIN A GRAND

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Democratic Party executive
committee will meet at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at its headquarters
at 800 Chestnut St.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
a.m. Wednesday in the board
room at the hospital. The
agenda includes budget items
and a report from the personnel committee.
MI Murray-Calloway County
Parks' Trail of Treats will be
from 5 to 9 p.m. Oct. 29 at
Chestnut Park on Payne
Street.
• Halloween trick-or-treat
hours will be from 5 to 8 p.m.
Saturday. Oct. 30.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
/0 tti,

To subscribe, call 753-1916.

presents

Town Crier

110.

has continued to the present difference of 433-236.
In Thursday's Murray board
meeting. though. it was argued
that those figures should noti
matter as, according to figures
determined by the board. 16
percent of Calloway's students
are from the Murray district.
while 15 percent of Murray's
students hail from the Calloway

district.
"Maybe you should think
about why the students are
leaving," said Murray parent
Carolyn Winchester, who also
presented the percent numbers
publicized Thursday.
She was one of about 10
Murray representatives to speak
Saturday.
Calloway's Original proposal
to include the grandfather.
clause, which it passed in its
monthly meeting two weeks
ago, was understood by Murray
Christina
teacher
Middle
Bowman, but she still had
another concern.
"But what about the individuals that would be moving into
the area?" she said. "You're
taking their choice away. and I
am just asking you to please
defend your position."
CCHS Principal Yvette Pyle
made an attempt on behalf of
the board, expressing the idea
that having school chqice is
beneficial.
Pile said she had performed
her own research into the
Murray-Calloway history and
found that balance had been
achieved in a short time previously. "The last time this came up.
it took four years. It's in our
minutes," she said. "And if we
could come to a reasonable balance quickly, we can go back to
•
how it is now.
"My hope is that it would
take less than four years this
time."

Graves County
Qz High School
Bingo

BASIC INVESTING
This non-credit class will cover the
basics of investing and the importance of financial planning during
these turbulent times. Participants
will examine the state of the econom and how it could affect you.
The class will review various types
of investments and how they work
as well as look at common investing mistakes and how to avoid
them. Finally, participants will
look at financial planning areas to
assist with retirement, college
planning topics and answer common investment questions. This
informative class will be fun and
educational for all. Class limit 25.

(Lic. Jt1705)
85 Keystone Drive • Mayfield, KY
Open Tuesday 8 Thursday 3:30
1st Game 5:45

PROGRESSIVE LETTER I
12 PACK/$15.00, 18 PACK/$19.00
33 GAMES, REG. GAMES $125.00
SPECIALS 200.00, COVERALL $500
LOCATED BEHIND SAVE-A-LOT HWY. 45
All Proseeds Benefit Groves Co. High School Students

1/000e,00 0/

I.

/.1://0.(,000. r, • •

A

Weight management
Membership Program
$100.00 per month for six-month program

7regrars DmclaM:
personal training sessions
-(6) 30-minute nutritional counseling sessions
- Pre and post assessments
- Full membership privileges
- Member discounts on other services
(10) one-hour

Call today!
270) 762-1117

Four Tuesdays,
November 9-December 7
[no class 11/231
6-8p.m.,Room 255,
Business Building, MSU,$25

Noo4,4l

Taught 1w Bob Jackson
For more information & registration call

(2701162-3659;1-800-669-7654 ext.3659
me.
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State judicial races across the nation
see record spending, more negative ads

P1'Illis111.1)/n•

The Haunting
of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher

COLUMBUS,Ohio(AP) — Television
ads for state Supreme Court races have
appeared in an unprecedented 15 states this
year, running up record tabs and upping
the ante of what had long been generally
sleepy affairs.
In West Virginia, a state Supreme Court
justice running for re-election is dubbed a
liberal in TV ads and accused of letting a
sexual offender go free. And in Illinois, a
high court candidate is labeled soft on
crime because he gave probation to kidnappers who killed a 92-year-old woman.
The TV ads — a stark contrast to former races with a nonpartisan bent where
candidates focused on their education and
legal accomplishments — are discouraging
advocacy groups who want to make such
campaigns less political. ,
"All of the underhanded techniques that
have been used in legislative and executive
offices are going to spread to judicial campaigns unless there's a real concerted effort
to stop them," said Deborah Goldberg,
Democracy Program coordinator for the
New York-based Brennan Center for
Justice, a nonpartisan group that monitors
TV spending on judicial races.
Just four years ago, only four states saw
TV ads, but several were negative commercials so vicious they launched court
cases that are still pending. Nine states had
ads two years ago.
In Ohio, residents have received telephone calls implying a Supreme Court candidate has freed rapists and murders after
only six wraiths in jail. The target of the
calls, Democratic Judge Nancy Fuerst, has
asked her opponent to denounce them.
Candidate Judith Lanzinger, a Toledo
appeals court judge, has no knowledge of
the calls and therefore can't discuss them,
said campaign spokeswoman Amy Jenkins.
Fuerst's campaign said it does not know
who is making the calls, although it does
not believe the group is associated with
Lanzinger's campaign. But Fuerst believes
a statement by Lanzinger would stop them,

would be surprising if legislators simply turned it all back
over to the administration after
all.
The General Assembly also
is likely to keep a closer eye on
the process by which the
administration negotiates health
insurance coverage for employees in the future.
Certainly, the administration
has learned to be far more careful in how it goes about that
process from now on.
The embarrassing investigation into the role that Mark
Birdwhistell, undersecretary of
Health and Human Services,
played in the process that led to
Birdwhistell's former employer,
CHA Health, obtaining exclusive insurance contracts for two
regions of Eastern Kentucky,
because the
should make that obvious.
health insurA House committee cleared
ance plan crafted by the special
Birdwhistell of any improper
legislative session more in line
conduct in that process, but
with the cost and policies now
pointed out that any
in existence covers only 2005.
Birdwhistell involvement raised
After that, no one knows what
a "perception" of impropriety.
kind of coverage the state can
More often than not, perception
negotiate and what it will cost.
has as much•to do with public
If employees continue using
attitudes as reality.
their health insurance in larger
One of the key features of
numbers than workers with prithe Executive Branch Ethics
vate health insurance, the same
Code is that it prohibits former
kind of cost crisis that erupted
state officials from doing priover Fletcher's original insurvate business with their former
ance plan is likely to come up
agencies for a year after leaving
again this time next year.
state government. That prohibiAnd it is most unlikely legis- tion is to avoid the perception
lators will be able to wrest
of undue influence once they
another $180 million out of the
leave public service.
General Fund to pay for mountThe House committee recing insurance costs if that crisis
ommended a similar ban on
'recurs.
new state officials doing public
The one hope for a solution
business with their old employto the health insurance mess for ers for a year after going on the
so many Kentucky public
public payroll.
employees may come from a
That only makes good sense,
task force set up by the recent
and it would have kept
special session and charged
Birdwhistell out of controversy
with surveying all the.options
and embarrassment during the
for health care and ways to rein
recent special session.
in costs. The task force is due
So there were a couple of
to make its report to the
lessons learned this
valuable
General Assembly by April 30.
month:
That, however, is after the
•The General Assembly is
,legislative session in 2005 will
capable of actink effectively
have adjourned.
and reasonably swiftly to meet
It would be difficult if not
a difficult challenge - and with.entircly impossible for any task
out falling into partisan game
force to do an effective job
playing.
before legislators return to the
•The Fletcher administra.Capitol in January and take up
needs to be more careful in
tion
..the 2004-2006 state budget they how it uses newly-hired offi• failed to pass early this year. So cials when preparing to do
any serious plan the task force
business with the former
•comes up with for tackling
employers of those officials.
insurhealth
public employee
At a cost of about $750,000,
ance may have to be adopted by
would say the price of
'some
session
a special legislative
was fairly steep.
lessons
those
after April 30.
Kentuckians are
229,000
but
The House and Senate could
better off as a result, and public
make it possible for Fletcher to
teachers won't have to
school
act on a task force recommenbreak the law and go
to
decide
dation on his own by executive
on strike to make a point.
order, but the General
Assembly took up the challenge
Todd Duvull is editorial page
of health insurance (and met
editor for The State Journal
that challenge effectively), so it
newspaper in Frankfort.

FRANKFORT - Even
though the most immediate
threat is over - a statewide, illegal strike by public school
teachers,- the thorny issue of
adequate and affordable health
insurance for 229,000 state
employees,
teachers and
school personnel,
retirees and
their dependents will
continue to
haunt Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher's
Agree Or
administraNot
tion and the
Todd Duvall
By
General
Syndicated
Assembly..
Columnist
That's

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to edltor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you"
nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those directed toward the community as a whole, will not be accepted.
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said Rick Brunner, Fuerst's campaign
attorney.
In West Virginia, GOP challenger Brent
Benjamin seized on Justice Warren
COURT RACES: TV ads
McGraw's vote in a 3-2 decision that
, for candidates in state Supreme Court
upheld an appeal by a sex offender seeking
races are popping up in a record 15 states
another chance at probation. The TV ad
this year.
says McGraw cast the deciding vote "to set
THE TREND: Only four states had such
this reprehensible criminal free."
ads in 2000 and nine states in 2002.
The Brennan Center called those ads
THE MONEY: Candidates have raised
"the nastiest in the nation." Steve Cohen, a
$30 million to date this year, a figure
Benjamin spokesman, said the campaign is
expected to exceed the $45 million raised
"a referendum on Warren McGraw's
four years ago.
record." McGraw did not immediately
THE TONE: A West Virginia ad calls a
return several phone messages.
justice a liberal for releasing a sex
Two years ago, the cost of TV ad camoffender. An Illinois ad calls a judge soft
paigns for state Supreme Court races from
on crime for giving probation to kidnapFebruary through the second week of
pers who killed a 92-year-old woman.
October was $975,000, according to a
Brennan Center analysis. This year, it's
— The Associated Press
already hit the $6 million mark.
educated vote in the race,- said Linda
"This is not an isolated incident — this
Jesse
said
trend,"
national
Woggon, the chamber's governmental
is a developing
Rutledge, a spokesman for Washingtonaffairs director.
based Justice at Stake, an advocacy group
In Illinois, business groups and trial
formed in 2002 to monitor court races.
attorneys are pouring money into a camState Supreme Court candidates nationpaign for the state's high court that has
wide have raised about $30 million to date, already smashed state fund-raising records
a figure expected to exceed the $45 million for a general election.
raised in 2000, Rutledge said Friday.
Candidates in Illinois' fifth appellate
Four years ago, the Ohio Chamber of
district have raised $2.4 million to date, a
Commerce spent $4 million on ads trying
number that doesn't cover fund-raising for
to unseat Justice Alice Robie Resnick. One
most of the summer and early fall.
ad listed campaign contributions to
"It's high stakes for the political parResnick and depicted a female judge
ties," said Cindy Canary, director of the
changing her vote after a bag of money
Illinois Campaign for Political Reform.
was dropped on her desk.
"It's not candidates going to the county fair
The Ohio Supreme Court is considering
.
and raising money."
an appeal by the chamber of a judge's
state bar association for the first
The
order to disclose its list of donors to that
time announced it would monitor judicial
campaign.
and speak out against attack ads
campaigns
The chamber has run one TV ad this
groups.
outside
by
year in Ohio, in support of Lanzinger. It is
The "campaigns are being so negative
tame by comparison with past ads, detailmean-spirited they will affect the
and
never
and
record
ing her background and
of the judicial system," said
integrity
mentioning Fuerst.
an attorney and chairman
Johnson,
Thomas
"The more information people get, the
committee.
monitoring
the
of
an
casting
get
they'll
more comfortable

For An Informed Vote
5th HOUSE
DISTRICT

late
eataidat

Melvin Henley.

Rep. Robert Buckingham
"DISAGREE. Due to revenue
State policymakers should deal with fluctuations that is not always
budget shortfalls through spending possible. Necessary services
must be funded."
_ cuts rather than increasing taxes.

l

AGREE

*The KM'S project's purpose is
to reliably report candidates'
views to voters thereby improving: 1) voter knowledge of the
candidates, 2) voter participation, and, therefore. 3) the quality of the democratic process

"UNDECIDED. There will always "AGREE "
KERA's high stakes testing philo- be teachers who do this and
sophy places too much pressure on some who do not. There has to
teachers to -teach to the test-rather be some form of testing'
than to educate
'STRONGLY DISAGREE. This "DISAGREE "
To reduce teen pregnancy, schools should not be acceptable."
should be allowed to offer
contraceptives to students.

*The Survey project is designed to neutrally, yet concisely report the candidate's views
in his own words on a broad
range of issues. Each was asked
to respond to the assertions listed and given 18 words to qualify their response. This issueonly, head-to-head approach
avoids pushing a particular
agenda but, at the same time,
cuts through the political rhetoric often found in campaign literature.

"MACAU. I support research "DISAGREE "
The practice of human cloning. cloning, but not human cloning."
including for research purposes.
should be banned in Kentucky.
"STRONGLY AGREE."

"STRONGLY AGREE."

There should be a statewide ban on
nude dancing in public places.

-Amu. This is only a part of a "UNDECIDED "
To help meet budget shortfalls, solution and could have
Kentucky should dramatically unintended consequences'
Increase taxes on cigarettes.

*The Survey is a nonpartisan
project of the Family Trust Foundation of Kentucky, a Kentucky
educational nonprofit organization founded in 1989. The Trust
was incorporated in order to encourage and strengthen families
and family life in our state. One
of its objectives is to promote responsible. participatory citizenship. For more information call
(859) 255-5300.

'DISAGREE I am opposed to "DISAGREE."
To increase tax revenue, Kentucky expanded gambling because of
should act to expand legalized negative consequences gambling.
We should devote fewer of our tax "UNDECIDED "
dollars to the state education
administration and more to local
school districts
There should be a taw mandating
that no religious references be
i posted on state property.

"DISAGREE'

Kentucky
Candidate
Information
Survey

"AGREE."

"DISAGREE

•We are please to offer this information in conjunction with
your community newspaper publisher.

"DISAGREE Since this is "DISAGREE "
No more restrictions should be decided by Supreme Court, state
laws are of little effect."
pieced on abortion in Kentucky.

*For more information on the
candidates, visit us on the web:
ivivw.votekentucky.us

"UNDECIDED There is proof it 'UNDECIDED
Affirmative action guidelines in does improve it but we do not
admissions and hiring are the best need reverse discrimination "
way to help minorities and women.

Be sure to take time
to vote on

1. Education.
List your top three policy priorities 2. Jobs.
3 Health care'
should you be elected.

"1. Pass a budget
2. Tax reform.
3. Economic development "

Tuesday, Nov. 2!

SOURCE Kentucky Candidate Information Surverv
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Obituaries
Mrs. Linda Sue Robinson

;

Mrs. Linda Sue Robinson, 56, Oakcrest Drive, Murray, died
today (Monday), Oct. 25, 2004, at 1 a.m. at her home.
She was employed for over 17 years at Fisher Price (Mattel), and
was a member of Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
Born March 5, 1948, in Calloway County. she was the daughter
of the late James Bean and Euple Morris Bean.
Survivors include her husband, Larry G. Robinson, to whom she
was married Feb. 4, 1965; two daughters, Mrs. Tena Phillips and
husband, Robert. Hardin, and Ms. Tammy Robinson, Murray; one
son, Jason Robinson and wife, Rita, one sister, Mrs. Sylvia Story
and husband, Bobby, and one brother, Charles Bean and wife,
Barbarie, all of Murray; six grandchildren, Keisha Scarbrough,
Brandon Phillips, Chasity Holland, Cheyenne Robinson,
Christopher Parrish and Sierra Robinson; one great-grandchild,
Hunter Basham.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Ms. Desiree McGehee

ss

tor

fair

ad,

man

The funeral for Ms. Desiree McGehee will be Friday at 2 p.m. at
St. John Missionary Baptist Church. The Rev. C.E. Timberlake and
the Rev. Timothy Green will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church from noon to
2 p.m. Friday. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.
Ms. Gehee, 82, North First Street, Murray.
died Thursday. Oct. 21, 2004, at 3:25 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a lifelong member of St. John
Missionary Baptist Church where she was
director of Sunshine Band Youth Group,
Intermediate Sunday school class teacher, and
a choir member. A graduate of Douglass High
McGehee
School, she worked as assistant secretary at
Murray Middle School and worked at the Calloway County
Courthouse voting precinct for 40 years. Gov. Paul Patton presented
her a Kentucky Colonel Certificate.
One sister, Ida Bell Perry, and four brothers, William Tosco.
Jessie Jr., Doyle and Amon McGehee, all preceded her in death. She

was the daughter of the late James McGehee and Ella Bailey
McGehee.
Survivors include one son, James McGehee. Detroit, Mich.; one
sister, Ms. Betty Jean McGehee, Murray; three grandchildren,
Michelle M. Ellis, Cincinnati, Ohio, Deon James McGehee,
Washington, D.C., and Raquel McGehee, Detroit. Mich.; one greatgrandchild, Trey A. Ellis, Cincinnati; several nieces and nephews.

the Union Hill Cemetery.

Mrs. Pauline Edwards

The funeral for Mrs. Pauline Edwards was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Kevin Williams and
Harold Wood officiated. Burial was in the Edwards Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Edwards or Hiett
Cemetery, do Collier Funeral Home, P.O. Box 492, Benton, KY

Mrs. Louise Barnes

42025.
Mrs. Edwards, 87, Walnut Grove Road, Benton, died Friday.
Mrs. Louise Barnes, 81, St. Rt. 348 E., Symsonia, died Friday.
Paducah.
Hospital,
22, 2004, at 7:30 p.m. at Marshall.County Hospital, Benton.
Lourdes
Oct.
at
p.m.
8:30
at
2004,
Oct. 22,
A homemaker, she was a member of Walnut Grove Church of
A retired beautician, she was a member for 61 years of Symsona
United
Symsonia
of
member
a
Christ.
was
She
United Methodist Church.
Her husband, Noah Edwards, one son, Jerry Don Edwards, two
Methodist Women and of a chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star.
and
Miller,
Juanita
sister,
one
sisters and three brothers all preceded her in death. She was the
Her mother, Eula Johnson Pember,
death.
in
her
preceded
all
daughter of the late Kelzie Yates and Florence Pace Yates.
Pember,
Edward
brother,
one
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs,Beverly Davis and Mrs.
Survivors include her husband, Porter Barnes, to whom she had
Reidland;
Peyton.
Lea
Mrs.
daughter,
Dowdy, one son, L. Steve Edwards, one sister, Mrs.
Vicki
one
years;
62
been married for
two brothers, Clarence Pember, Symsonia, and Joe Pember. Dorothy Brock, and one brother,. Billy Yates, all of Benton; eight
Cincinnati, Ohio; one grandchild, Michael Peyton, Murray; several grandchildren.
nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. at the
George W. Colburn Jr.
Symsonia Cemetery. The Rev. Paul McAdoo and the Rev. James
The funeral for George W. Colburn Jr. was today (Monday) at
Lee will officiate.
a.m. in the chapel of Nunnelly Funeral Home, Louisville.
11
Visitation is from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. today .(Monday) at Collier
Burial was in a Louisville Cemetery.
Funeral Home, Benton.
Mr. Colburn Jr., 80, Louisville, formerly of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Symsonia United
died Wednesday, Oct. 20, 2004, in
Murray,
Methodist Church of Alzheimer's Association.
Louisville.
A veteran of World War 11, he was a memAudrey Joe Byers
and deacon of Seventh-Day Adventist
ber
Audrey Joe Byers,84, Aurora Highway. Hardin. died Friday, Oct.
Church.
22, 2004, at 6 p.m. at the home of his son.
His wife, Mayme Colburn, died in August
A laborer, he was a member of Union Hill Church of Christ.
Tyson, and two brothers, Ernie Eugene
Margaret
sister,
One
2004.
in
him
His wife, Mary Vick Byers, and one sister both preceded
also preceded him in death. Born in
Colburn,
Harold
and
Colburn
death. He was the son of the late Henry Wilson Byers and Gertie
he was the son of the late George W. Colburn and Tena
Murray,
Cathey Byers.
Colburn.
Survivors include one son. Rickey Byers, Mayfield; one sister, Alexander
include three sisters, Mrs. Mary Willoughby and
Survivors
Mrs. Clara Pierce. and one brother. Carmel Byers, both of Hardin;
Murray, Mrs. Helen Castleberry and husband.
Dallas,
husband,
Emily
and
Byers
Stephen
three grandchildren, Justin Gaehnig,
,and Mrs. Tresea Hayden and husband,
Draffenville,
Clifton,
Byers, all of Mayfield; one great-grandchild.
brother, Dr. William Colburn and wife.
one
Mayfield;
Albert,
Collier
of
chapel
the
in
The funeral was Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
stepchildren of Louisville.
three
City;
Calvert
Funeral Home, Benton. David Hendrickson officiated. Burial was in Mary,

Rebel infiltrators suspects in killing of 50 Iraqi soldiers
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD,Iraq(AP)-Iraqi
officials suspect that about 50
U.S.-trained Iraqi soldiers slain
by insurgents - many of them
execution-style - may have
been set up by rebel infiltrators in
their ranks.
Jordanian terrorist Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi's group claimed
responsibility for the weekend
attack, the deadliest ambush of
the I8-month insurgency. The
claim was posted Sunday on an
Islamist Web site but its authenticity could not be confirmed.
On Monday, a suicide car
bomber attacked a U.S. convoy in
Khaldiyah, a town about 50 miles
west of the capital, destroying at
least two Humvees. Police said
there were American casualties,
but the number was not immediately known. The U.S. military
had no immediate comment.
In Baghdad, a car bomb targeting an Australian military convoy
exploded near the Australian
Embassy, killing three Iraqis and
wounding eight others, including
three Australian soldiers, according to Iraqi and Australian officials. A separate roadside bomb
killed one American soldier and
wounded five others in western
Baghdad.
The 50 unarmed Iraqi soldiers
were killed on their way home
after completing a training course
at the Kirkush military camp
northeast of Baghdad when their

buses were stopped Saturday
evening by rebels about 95 miles
east of Baghdad, Interior
Ministry spokesman Adnan
Abdul-Rahman said.
Some accounts by police said
the rebels were dressed in Iraqi
military uniforms. The insurgents
forced many of the soldiers to lie
down on the ground and then shot
them in the head, officials said
Sunday.
There was confusion over the
precise number of Iraqi soldiers
killed in the ambush,although the
AP photo
Iraqi National Guard said 48
troops and three drivers were Soldiers of the Iraqi National Guard stand by the bodies
killed.
of fellow Iraqi soldiers in Mendeli, north-east of Baquba.
Abdul-Rahman said 37 bodies Iraq, Sunday.
were found Sunday on the
insurgents, mostly w ith car
ground with their hands behind gents.
bombs and mortar shells.
have
soldiers
and
police
Iraqi
e.
execution-styl
their backs, shot
Twelve others were found in a been increasingly targeted by However, the fact that the insur- burned bus, he said. Some officials quoted witnesses as saying
insurgents fired rocket-propelled
grenades at one bus.
(OLYMPIC PLAZA- MURRAY)
"After inspection, we found out
that they were shot after being
ordered to lay down on the
etomprebemise Esarns for Glasses & Contact Lenses
earth," Gen. Walid al-Azzawi.
of F.yr Infections
'Treatment
commander of the Diyala provinof Designer Frames and Sunglasses
Selection
*Large
cial police, said, adding that the
kcrepted
'Most
Insurance
bodies were laid out in four rows,
row.
each
with 12 bodies in
-Quaho Eyrearefor the Entire FamilyW. Payne
The killing of so many Iraqi
soldiers in such an apparently
sure-footed operation reinforced
American and Iraqi suspicions
that the country's security services have been infiltrated by insur-

753-5507

members of the Iraqi security
services have developed sympathies and contacts with the guerrillas. In other instances, infiltrators were sent to join the security'
services, the official said on condition of anonymity.
He cited a mortar attack
Tuesday on an Iraqi National
Guard compound north of
Baghdad as a possible inside job.
The attackers apparently knew
when and where the soldiers were
gathering and dropped mortar
rounds in the middle of their formation. At least four Iraqis '.sere
killed and 80 wounded.

„Adir trItrir:Atte Aft*Avr,
Candidate for Murray City Council
• Married to Velvet Jones Milkman
• In his 17th year teaching Economics at
Murray State University
• Involved in evaluation of many school grants
including Project Tahoe, which benefits both
Murray Independent and Calloway County Schools

E MILKMAN HE DELIVERS
(Pad For By Martin Milkman)
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Sewing By Steven
9eeeld

gents were able to strike at so
many unarmed soldiers in such a
remote region suggested the
guerrillas may have had advance
word on the soldiers' travel.
"There was probably collusion
among the soldiers or other
groups," Diyala's deputy Gov.
Aqil Hamid al-Adili told AlArabiya television. "Otherwise,
the gunmen would not have gotten the information about the soldiers' departure from their training camp and that they were
unarmed."
Last week, a U.S. defense official said in Washington that some

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

October 24 - 29, 2004
Ron Daly

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

Hear ye! Hear ye!
44 '.Nest

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

Everyone Is Welcome...Bring Your Bible
and Let Us Reason Together...
Truth Does Not Fear Investigation...
Don't Let Someone Else
Do Your Thinking For You!

STOCK MARKET REPORT

b-

prices as of 9 a.m.
HopFed Bank'....17.00 presious close
.87.80 + 0.41
IBM
21.50 + 0.20
Intel
14.89 • 0.08
Kroger
17.13 + 0.01
Mattel
28.23 - 0.29
McDonalds
Merck ......-.........-.......-30.46 - 0.10
27.73 - 0.01
Microsoft
37.93 - 0.27
J.('. Penney
48.16 •032
Pepsico, Inc.
27.62 - 0.12
Pfizer, Inc.
• 0.40
33.63
Regions Financial
- 0.11
17.16
Schering-Plough
0.44
32.08
Sears
.....16.11 .0.17
Time Warner
27.76. 0.10
US Bancorp

Doss Jones Ind. Avg. ..9731.19 • 26.62
kir Products..........._.554 - 0.39
73.61 - 0.97
Anthem
15.83 • 0.06
kT&T
-0.22
39.29
.....
BB&T
26.12 -0.43
Bell South
71.93- 1.09
Briggs & Stratton
23.32 - 0.06
Bristol Myers Squibb
77.17 - 0.17
Caterpillar
t'hes rim Texaco Corp. 53.15 + 0.16
40 ;4 •0.50
Daimler Chrysler
+ 0.05
29.05
Dean Foods
48.73 + 0.03
Eksion-Mobil
12.73 - 0.24
Ford Motor
12.78 -0.17
General Electric
• 0.21
General Motors
0.11
+
41.73
ADR
Kline
GlaxoSinith
29.51 - 0.09
Goodrich
Vial-Mail
Goodyear .....
Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
170-753-3366•800-144-1854
Hours: 800 a.m.-600 p.m. M-F
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Murray H.S.

Sunday A.M. Bible Study

10:00 a.m.

Sunday A.M. Worship

10:50 a.m.

Sunday P.M. Worship

6:00 p.m.

Monday thru Friday

7:30 p.m.

/
NI

West Murray Building

Holiday Dr.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Drive in Murray, KY
Take 94 West (Main St.) to Doran Rd. turn left, go past Murray High School,
4th Street on left is Holiday Dr.
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H is for hayride horse show
Two of the H's in 4-H
are not Horses or Hayride.
but we in Calloway County
4-H have these two exciting
events happening this week.
On Friday from 5 to 8 p.m.
the Murray Calloway County
4-H Teen Council will be
hosting a Haunting Hayride.
"We are really excited by the
chance to provide a fun event
for kids and families while raising money for the United Way.
We feel it will he a great first
time event for us", states
Courtney Fuqua. sophomore at
Calloway County High.
The teens wanted to do a fall
fundraiser to assist the Murray
Calloway County United Way
and this is whatthey decided to
do.
The team of teens has an
approximately 30-minute
hayride mapped out for participants as well as a stop for a
bonfire and snack of s'mores. If
it is rainy or inclement weather.
the event will be canceled.
The Kick'em Ups the 4-H
Horse Drill team is sponsoring
a fun Playday Horse Show with
2.0 classes. 15 youths:lasses and
4 adult classes on Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Wrangler's Riding Club off the
new Hwy.SO on Van Cleave
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Relay for Life
meeting today

Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the Calloway County High School Band
room.
Laker band boosters support both the
high school and middle school band programs.
Also on Tuesday the boosters will have
a rebate day at Captain D's. Customers
are asked to place their receipts in the
box on the counter for the Laker Band.

AARP Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARP
will meet Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. at PagliJo's
ai's. Holly Webb, executive director of
Datebook Calloway County Chapter of the American
By Jo Burkeen Red Cross, will be the speaker.
Community
Editor

Singles will meet Tuesday

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
at 7 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This is
open to all singles. For Information call Vicky at 753-3128.
Laverne at 753-0181 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Banjo Champion to perform at rally
Dan Knowles. national banjo champion. will perform at a
rally for Melvin B. Henley. candidate for state representative,
on Tuesday, from 6 t 8:30 p.m. at the National Guard Armory.
The public is invited to attend and this is not a fundraiser.

WKDNUG plans meeting Tuesday
KDNUG). an open
Western Kentucky Net User Group
in Microsoft's
interested
developers
software
local
of
p
membershi
.NET development tools, will host Billy Hollis, a national recognized consultant, author and software developer, on Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. in room 152 of the business building south at
Murray State University. For more information visit
http://home.dev-source.net/wkdnug/wkdhug_october.mht.

Date changed for French classes
Dates for the After-school French classes for Murray Middle School students have been changed to Mondays. Nov. 8,
IS. 22 and 29. Registration for the classes remains the same:
Thursday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. and Friday from 8 to 9 a.m.
at the Murray Board of Education. -

The first committee meeting for Calloway County Relay
for Life in 2005 will.he Monday at Pagliai's. Persons are
asked to come at 5:30 p.m. to
get in your food order so the
planning meeting can start at
6 p.m. Kathy M. Hodge, chair
of Relay ,for Life, said Tricia
Hargrove. the new ACS representative will be at the meeting. Also several vacancies on
committees are available and
invites any interested persons
to attend.

Volunteer training is scheduled
Murray Schools' Volunteer Trainings will be held at the
Murray Board of Education office on Thursday from 4 to 4:30
p.m. and Friday from 8:30 to.9 a.m.

4-H Fitness Club will meet Tuesday
4-H Fitness Club will meet at 3:30 p.m. for kickball at the
courthhuse pavilion of Central Park. Pick up time will be 4:30
p.m. For information call 767-9129 or 753-1452.

If you have an event you
would like to announce,
call 753-1916.

Alzheimer's group to meet Tuesday
Alzheimer's Support Group will have a group discussion
meeting Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. For information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at 762-1108.
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"Farm
Care Center shucked and sampled corn on the cob as a
Kaylee
Pictured, left to right, are Caleb Bryan, Elizabeth Patterson, Julia McClard,
Geurin and AshKan Nabavi.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS ,

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT 28
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P M
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY
Shark Tale
PG - 6:55 - 8:55
Friday Night Lights
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:50
Shall We Dance
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:20

Calloway Band Boosters
plan two events Tuesday

Halloween • Costumes • Rentals

The Grudge
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:45
Surviving Christmas
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:10
Team America: World Police
R - 9:30
Taxi
PG13 - 7:20
Ladder 49
PG13 - 7:15 - 9:40
Program Information Call 753-3311

RITAis

NEAT REPLAYS
,

"Just living is not enough. One must
have sunshine, freedom, and a little
flower."
Christian Anderson
—Hans

Consignment Clothes
& Costume Rental
Name Brands Out Daily For
Men, Women &Children
Aisos

Open

16-inch Cheese g
- Large - Unlimited Toppings)

Mon..Sat. 10 a.m.-6p.m.

606 S. 12th St.
(270) 762-0207
Rat, lk,,ttl
1)
,
ner

3 Mediums, 3 Toppings

fib

It •(4),Itirm, • Witham

PEASE J0/4/ US 47

COttlitIVN/TY
4ITERA4TWES
OR OUR CRAW° OPENNO
We are a subsidiary of ResCare,
the largest provider of services for
the developmentally disabled in the U.S.
We provide services to 100 individuals
in 10 counties in western Kentucky
and employ 136 staff.
We would appreciate your attendance
& support on: Wednesday, Oct. 27, 2004
from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. at our new
office located at 102 CAKY Drive
Benton, KY 42025

$

10 oz. Ribeye Dinner $r)

October 1
1st Fall Sale

20% OFF

50
8
300

SL 50

.Wedding •Maternity *Nursing

We'll honor any pizza coupon.
Church groups receive 20% discount.
Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd.

762-0442

Poinsettia Sak 2004!
gsi-OW thru 94-0V. 19
by Calloway Co. Homemakers
& Calloway Co. Band Boosters

Sponsored

61/2" pot - $750 (5
01/2"
pot $ SOO
0

Health Express lists stops for week

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse checks and lipid profiles
Tuesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Wal-Mart. Paris, Tenn.: and on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church,
Murray.

Forum, Bean supper will be today
The Murray Woman's Club will sponsor a forum for the
candidates for Murray City Council on Monday at 7 p.m. at
the club house. The doors will open at 6:30 p.m. for the
forum. Prior to the forum, the Murray club members will be
serving a fund-raising bean supper from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in the
basement of the club house. The public is invited to attend
both the forum and the bean supper.

Neighborhood Watch meeting tonight
New Concord Neighborhood Watch w ill meet tonight at 7
p.m. at New Concord Church of Christ. Speakers will be
Detective Jim Wright and sheriff Larry Roberts.

Adult Great Books will .meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight at
7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library. Margaret Vaughn will be
the leader for the discussion of the play, "An Enemy of the
People" by Henrik Gibson. All persons who have read the
play are invited to take part in the discussion.

Lodge 827 will meet at hospital
Lodge 827 of Woodmen of the World will meet tonight at
6 p.m. in the cafeteria of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Loretta Jobs, member and volunteer, will speak on "Hospital
Volunteering." Members are reminded to bring duffle bags for
local social service and kitchen items for the new service cen-.
ter.

College Republicans will show film
Murray State University Republicans will show a documentary film. "FahrenHYPE 9/11" produced by Michael Moore
tonight at 7:30 p.m. and Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. at the theater
on the third floor of MSU Curris Center. There is no charge
and the public is invited.

- 7 Blooms)

(3 Plants to Pot)

All money must accompany orders unless for
a business or a church. They will be invoiced
Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahler
by Nov. 19. Plants can be picked up or delivered
on December 2 at the First United Methodist
Church Family Life Center, South 5th St.
To place order by phone contact Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452,Judy Stabler
at 753-7387 or booster ref Tina Carraway, 759-1034
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Jones takes scenic roundtrip train ride
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HARDIN — On Oct. 17,
Hardin's Nostalgia Train was
delighted to have Mrs. Lola B.
Jones on board the train for the
scenic round-trip ride through the
Clarks River Valley.
Mrs. Jones, a life-long local resident, had not ridden any train in
74 years, but was once a frequent
passenger on this exact same railroad route when for two years
from 1928 to 1930 she regularly
Nashville
predecessor
rode
Chattanooga and St. Louis
Railway's train from home into
town and back each day of the
week to attend Murray State
College in Murray.
Now, 96 years of age she
returned to Hardin to once again
go for a train ride.
Mrs. Jones rode the train in the
company of many family members, including her grandchildren,
great grandchildren and even a
great, great-grandchild. She confirmed that the Nostalgia Train
was a delight to ride and that it did
indeed bring back very familiar

and wonderful memories from her
past.
After graduating from Murray
State College. and ending her regular train-riding schedule in 1930,
Mrs. Jones began a 44-year career
as a popular teacher in Marshall
and Calloway county grade
schools.
Fall is a wonderful time to ride
the Nostalgia Train, when the
vivid display of multicolored
leaves vibrantly mark the historic
train's route.
Conductor Rich DiLaura shared
stories on the train's century-old
history, and of Almo as it passed
by. However Mrs. Jones recalls
that 74 years ago the conductor,
always
reason,
some
for
announced the Almo stop as
"Pumpkin Center," thereby adding
another new page. to the railroad's
preservation of the local valley's
heritage. The Hardin train will
operate on weekends through Oct.
31 an4 for Santa Claus in
DecentSer by the non-profit MidSouth Rail Heritage Foundation.

The Murray State University
Concert Choir will present its fall
concert Thursday at the First
United Methodist Church in
Murray. The concert will begin at
8 p.m.
This special concert will feature
special guest artist Dr. Stephen
Brown as organist. He is a professor of music at MSU where he
teaches piano, organ, and classes
in music theory. Dr. Brown also
serves as the university organist
and presents concerts on the carillon for university commencements.
The choir and Dr. Brown will
perform "Festival Te Deum" by
English composer Benjamin
Britten. This amazing composition superimposes non-metric

chant in the singers on a strict
triple meter for the organ. This
creates a natural musical tension
that Britten uses to imply the conflict between divine perfection
and human imperfection.
In addition Dr. Brown and the
Concert Choir will perform a relatively new piece,"Lux Aeterna,"
composed by California composer Morten Lauridsen. The five
movement work sets texts from
the traditional Latin Requiem
Mass, the Latin sequence for
Pentecost "Veni Sancte Spiritus,"
and the Latin "Te Deum." Using a
textual theme of light, the chantlike vocal setting is used as a dramatic and non-metric exploration
of "Light Perpetual."
The program also includes a set

Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. at the
club. Ladies are asked to note
the change in time.
Martha Enix, phone 7533352. will be hostess. All members are encouraged to play.

Kenlake Ladies Golf
Kenlake Ladies Golf League first, Evelyn Blivin, second, and
from Kenlake State Resort Park Dotty Elliott, third;
Third flight - Louise Parkler.
held its last tournament of the
season on Oct. 20 at the Bill first, Mary Neale Barton, secHamrick Memorial Golf Course ond,and Joanne Wardinski, third:
Longest drive - Sue Thetat the park. Sixteen ladies parClosest to the pin - Bobford;
ticipated in the tournament.
Winners were announced as bie Manning and Sue Thetford.
The last day of league play
follows: First flight - Ina Horton, first, Ann Tynes, Second, will be Wednesday. The group
will meet for breakfast at 8 a.m.
and Sue Thetford, third;
Second flight - Freda Elkins, in the lodge dining room.

Photo provided

Pictured trackside at Hardin is 96-year-old Lola B.
Jones with Railroad Conductor Rich DiLaura alongside Hardin's Nostalgia Train after her return from
riding the very same railroad route that she used
from 1928 to 1930 to ride to school at Murray State
College.

of Advent motets on a Marian
theme. "Ave Mans Stella" by
Trond Kvemo is a very modern
setting of a fragment of
Gregorian chant.
Hopkinsville composer Mark
Schweizer's setting of "Adam
Lay Ybounden" was composed
for the Chapel Choir at the
University of the South,
Sewanee,Tenn., in 2003. It uses a
standard text for the traditional
English service of Advent
Lessons and Carols.
Robert Young's "There is No
Rose of Such Virtue" is a setting
of a medieval text. This text
reveals the common medieval
theme of comparing the Virgir
Mary to a rose.
The final piece in the set is

Murray High School football fans are encouraged to sign-up
now to ride the chartered bus to see MHS vs. Jackson Liberty on Oct. 29. The bus will leave promptly at 5 p.m. from
MHS parking lot with cost being $20 and includes a ticket for
the football game. Seating is limited. To reserve a seat call
Kathy Erwin at 759-5413 or Teresa Nixon at 759-1563.

Funds needed for cemetery

the
.:30

Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly
scheduled Bridge play on Oct.
20. Bronda Parker won first
and Melva Hatcher won second. Bridge play will be

MSU Concert Choir will present fall concert on Thursday

MIS fans urged to sign-up for trip
the
30

Ladies of the Oaks

Funds are needed for the maintenance of the Green Plain
Cemetery. located on Highway 641 South. For more information call Haskel Smith at 753-8981; Buddy White, 492-8419:
Will Edd Travis, 753-6160, or Brent Morrs Jr. 492-6202.

Benjamin Britten's setting of "A
Hymn to the Virgin." Composed
for double choirs, the motet sets
both English and Latin texts.
Choir one narrates the story in
Photo provided
English while the second choir
Arts
Creative
the
of
meeting
r
Septembe
the
Hostesses for
comments in Latin.
There will be several soloists in Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left,
the performance. They include were Martha Crawford, Judy Kelso, Carolyn Farrell and
Rebecca Garmon, Bowling Sue Miller.
Shepard,
Kristin
Green:
Dustin
Mo.;
Wildwood,
Louisville;
Cunningham,
Donna Christensen presented Kelso. The department will meet
Matthew Curry, Owensboro; and
on -The Making of Monday at 9:30 a.m. with Sherry
Benton.
program
a
McGuire.
Amanda
ing
The MSU Concert Choir is con- Handbags" at the September Tolley demonstrating -Paint
Brushes."
and
Techniques
Arts
Creative
the
of
meeting
ducted by Dr. Bradley Alrnquist.
Plans will be further completdirector of choral activities in the Department of the Murray
the annual bazaar to be Oct.
for
ed
were
Hosesses
Club.
MSU Department of Music. The Woman's
9.a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
from
30
Miller,
Sue
Farrell,
Carolyn
is
public
the
and
free
is
concert
house.
club
Judy
and
Martha Crawford
invited.

RE-ELECT DORIS PARHAM

Christensen presents program

IIIEBSENTIAL DAY 5PA

Murray City Council
Murray's Fine With Ballot Choice "9
"She's involvedfor NM .. taking action and making snicks!".
ACTIVITIES/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
• Murray City Council 1999 - Present
• Sununer in the Park Food Program Grant Coordinator
• Kentucky Black Caucus 2nd Vice President
• Character Counts Coalition of Murray
• 51 sir, Flectric S,,tern Board Member
Parham

'MASSAGE Ttit XII •FACIALS • HAIRCARE
•SUGARING •M \ CBES AND PEDICURES
•AROMATHERAM •BM WRAPS 'GEL NAILS
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GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
Vanier' One of Anwrico's fastest Growing Salons
Mon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8-2
Blvd. • ‘1urrav • 270-767-070
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Stood with Republicans Supporting
Amendment to Ban Same Sex Marriage
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Re-elect

Stood up to Governor against his Health
Care plan for Teachers & State Employees

Buddy
uckinghain
State
Representative

Working for the People of Kentucky
in Calloway and Trigg Counties

represent
"If I am re-elected, I will continue to work in a cooperative, bipartisan manner to
believe that
the people of Kentucky and the people of Calloway and Trigg Counties. I
To meet my
good ideas for Kentucky don't have exclusive affiliations with either party.
Governor,
responsibility to the Fifth District, I have crossed party lines and stood with the
I must also stand
such as, supporting the amendment to ban same sex marriage. But,
care plan for
against the Governor and his plans, such as when I stood against his health
first allegiance*
teachers and state employees. I am YOUR State Representative and my
is to the people of t he Fifth District." — Buddy Buckingham

*

The Right Man Doing the Right Things in Frankfott.
Paid for by candidate Buddy Buckingham
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e-mail: mlittmurrayledger.com

www.inurrayteitter.cont

Agriculture improving
fortunes bode well for
rural economies

Pets of the Week

Photos provided

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, located on Shelter
lane, has the above male and female 7-week-old, shorthaired kittens and the mix-breed adult male dog named
Red Man available for adoption. The shelter's hours are 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday. For more information, call 759-4141.

unplorimmt
t WILES MASONRY
FOURTH GENERATION FAMILY BUSINESS

BRICK - BLOCK - STONE
303 SHAMROCK LANE
DEXTER, KY 42036

TRAVIS WILES

270-703-3438

"We sell combines now for
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) —
Farmer Ken McCauley maneu- next year. ... We have been pricvers his new combine over fields ing three to four combines a day
so abundant with corn he is hav- and so people are thinking about
ing a hard time finding enough them," he said. "I think we will
have a great year next year."
storage for it all.
It used to take two months
His crops were so good during
his last harvest that he was able from the time a farmer ordered
to spend more than $100,000 a new farm machinery to when it
year ago buying that combine was delivered from the factory.
and other harvest equipment, Now "all of a sudden" the waitplus another $20,000 last month ing period is six months or more
because of the nationwide
on a new planter.
Bountiful crops and lofty cat- demand, Roeder said.
Illinois-based Deere & Co.,
tle prices are spurring rural
economies, and more farmers for example, reported in August
take advantage of "bonus depre- a 62 percent increase in third
ciation" tax breaks to offset this quarter earnings. The company
year's big farm incomes. Many — which manufactures the John
are finally able to replace aging Deere line of farm equipment as
farm equipment they nursed well as construction and other
along during hard years of machinery — also reported its
drought and low prices.
sales of agriculture equipment
"We would have done it either grew 34 percent for the quarter
way, but this deal really helped," and 30 percent for the nine
McCauley said of bonus depreci- months.
ation.
Farm machinery is not the
While the tax incentives have only sector expected to benefit
been around since 2002 — when from the good times down on the
Congress approved them in a farm, either.
move to spur business invest"If I was a car dealer, I'd want
ment during a recession — they to make sure I had some pickups
remained mostly out of reach for in hand this fall," said Jere
farmers struggling just to survive White, executive, director of the
Growers
Corn
after losing crop after crop to a Kansas
lingering drought.
Association.
The tax breaks, renewed in
While not all parts of Kansas
the last tax bill, allows business- had good fall crops — most
men to immediately write off notably the northwest corner of
more of the cost of their equip- the state remains in drought conment purchases rather than ditions — other farmers are
depreciate it over several years.
reaping the benefits of a bountiThis summer — when it ful harvest coupled with high
became apparent the harvest beef and hog prices.
would be very.good — farmers
Communities will likely see
nearly cleaned out all of the used more of that farm money ringing
at in their cash registers come
equipment
harvesting
Hiawatha Implement Co., owner December, once farmers have a
Larry Roeder said. He usually chance to take stock of their
carries about 20 used combines, income and tax situation after the
he is now down to six between. end of harvest, White said.
his two stores as harvest winds
"There certainly are some
happy faces — even though
down.
His sales so far this year are there are long lines at elevators
up 45 percent over a year ago, he trying to get this crop brought in.
It has been a wonderful fall to try
said.
to get a huge harvest in." said
Duane Hund, a farm analyst at
Kansas State University who
works with struggling farm families.

Purchase area
holds tobacco
grading meeting

MI6 41.

Farmers SupportBuddy Buckingham

- CT

*
*
*
vote for
"I would like to encourage all the farmers I know to support and
be an
to
State Representative Buddy Buckingham. I have found him
!
effective and fair representative for agricultural interests in Frankfort
my
Anytime I've visited Buddy on any issue, he's been receptive to
ideas. Buddy realizes the importance of agriculture to Calloway County
and our economy. Buddy has experience what it means to be a small
re
business owner; he knows the pressure of meeting a payroll. Agricultu
Frankfort
and farmers are better off if we keep Buddy Buckingham in

LANCE ALLISON
for

CITY COUNCIL

yr#18

UGLY ROOF STAINS

AWAY®
Roof-Brite®
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

fighting for our interests." — Mike Burchett, Calloway County farmer

We support Buddy Buckingham for
re-election as our State Representative
Mike Burchett
Jackie Carson
Jimmy Johnson
Keith Norsworthy
Dale Outland
Elvin Parrish
Dennis Puckett
Jeff Puckett
John L. Tucker
Eddie Workman
We can't afford to lose Buddy Buckingham,
he's our voice in Frankfort.
Paid for by candidate Buddy Buckingham

sandy soils. This is especially
The
true for tulips and hyacinths.
Purchase
You may need to plant in raised
Area
Tobacco _ beds. Test the soil for pH. It
should be between 6.0 and 7.0.
Grading
Till up the bulb bed to a
and
depth of eight inches.
Stripping
Incorporate fertilizer as recommeeting
mended by a soil test report or
will be
use four pounds of 8-8-8 or
4 at
Extension 6Nov.
three pounds of 10-10-10 per
pm at
Notes
100 square feet.
the
Additional phosphorus may
By Lloyd
Murray
Weatherly
be added if the soil test indiState
cates a low level of this nutriCalloway County Expo
Agriculture
ent. If the pH level needs
Center.
Extension Agent
adjusting, apply lime and incorThe
porate. In many situations, also
meeting
ing 30-to 50 percent,
incorporat
will begin with a free barbeque
of pine bark or
volume,
by
will
,
speakers
Afterwards
meal.
composted yard waste will
discuss the tobacco buyout and
greatly improve soil drainage.
taxes and implications of the
In general, bulbs are planted
buyout.
to four times as deep as
three
and
up
Exhibits will be set
door prizes awarded. The meet- the width of the bulb. Space
bulbs in the bed according to
ing is sponsored by U.S.
size. Large bulbs should be
Smokeless Tobacco
three to six inches apart, small
Manufacturing Limited
bulbs one to two inches.
Partnership.
For best appearance, plant
in masses. Cover the bed
bulbs
Plant spring-flowering
with two to three inches of
bulbs this fall
mulch after planting. Mulches
Many home gardeners enjoy
insulate the soil, maintain even
spring flowering bulbs such as
soil moisture and prevent mud
daffodils, tulips. Dutch iris,
from splattering on the flowers.
hyacinths and crocus.
In the spring. remove the
In west Kentucky these
flowers of tulips and daffodils
bulbs can be planted between
after they fade to prevent seed
the middle of October and
formation.
Thanksgiving.
Leave the leaves on the plant
In selecting a site for plantfor at least six weeks after
ing, consider light, temperature
bloom is finished or until they
and soil texture. Bulbs should
turn brown. This allows the
have eight to 10 hours of daily
energy from the leaves to build
sunlight. This requirement
up the in the bulb for next
should not restrictplanting to
year's bloom.
only areas that receive full sun
If you object to the appearyear-round.
ance of yellowing leaves, try
Many bulbs flower and prointerplanting bulbs with perenduce foliage before deciduous
nials or summer annuals for
trees leaf out in the spring. A
camouflage.
few bulbs, such as daffodils.
Be sure not to dig so deeply
crocus, and hyacinth will toleras to damage the bulbs. Many
ate partial shade.
bulbs eventually become overMost bulbs will not tolerate
crowded and must be divided
poor drainage; they grow best
and replanted for best effect.
in deep, well-drained loam or
Wait to dig bulbs until the
foliage has turned yellow and
withered. Divided bulbs can be
replanted immediately or stored
in a dry, cool area for replanting
in the fall. Discard any bulbs
that appear diseased.
A common problem of bulbs
is failure to bloom. This can
have several causes. Bulbs may
rot in soils that stay wet for a
long time.
Good drainage is essential.
Bulbs may stop blooming if they
Pcycl fa t)y Lance Anson
become overcrowded or shaded
too heavily. Sparse blooms on
daffodils can be caused by planting too shallowly.
If leaves are cut off too soon
in spring. particularly on young
plants, the bulb may not store
enough food to bloom the following year.
Some varieties of bulbs, like
tulips, will not produce flowers
dependably a second year in
Southern climates.
See Web Site for Discount
Animals, particularly voles,
WWW ARBROOF COM
often dig and eat tulip and crocus bulbs during the winter.
They rarely eat daffodil bulbs.
The only sure way to protect
bulbs from animals is to
enclose the bulbs in wire mesh
when planting.
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SNL gaffe exposes Ashlee
Simpson's extra help

WK10148C 2 2

(500) News

W511,-ABC 3 3 3

News

Good Morning Anoka X
Good Waning America X

1VSlili-NBC 4 4

News

Today In Stereo)I

7 Good Morning
Caillou

Mr

585I-Fox

Her record company blamed
a computer glitch and she
blamed her band for Sunday
morning's incident, which cut
off her planned performance of
the song -Autobiography" on
the network comedy show.

WKMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Arthur

Clifford

WDKA-W8 22 16 10

Sabrina

Paid
WO1V-UP11 10 17 11 30 Paid
KFVS-C8S 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show
16 36 9 10 Chang- Belie*.

INSP

17 83 25

Family

Truths
Chapel

Ellen Show

SportsCenter X

ESPN25: No. 1

25 30 25

iini
TLC

26 49 27 24 15.001 MTV Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)
28 27 39 14 The Pretender 2001 Angel In Stereo)
Bus
Hi-5 X Peep
29 41 41
Save

UFE

30 52 31,31 Flt Lite

Video Clash

MTV Hits

Charmed X

ER (In Stereo)X

Baby

Baby

7'TIlI,

.'

SportsCenterI

SportsCenter X
Series Poker

Cold Pizza In Stereo)I

Cold Pizza (In Stereo Live) X

,Laguna Laguna Laguna Laguna
ER 'Union Staten Judging Amy X

Clean SweepI

Wedding Sec

Golden [Nanny

Nanny

MM-

Golden

Mak-

Unsolved Myst.

s,_ CHARTER. B- All. KRAY ELEUTRH . C. All- Ill A COAL 1)- (.51

TUESDAY AFTERNOON

AP Photo

Ashlee Simpson arrives at the MTV Video Music Awards
in Miami, in August. Simpson's "extra help" may have
been exposed when a "Saturday Night Live" audience
heard her voice - singing the wrong song - while she
held a microphone at her waist.

But it sounded suspicipusly
like a guide vocal that's a common - although almost always
unspoken -concen aid. Either
the singer "lip synchs" by
mouthing words to a backing
tape or has a live microphone
and sings along to the tape, making the voice sound more powerful than it is.
Such vocal tricks have been
used before on the show, making
"Saturday Night Live" not
entirely live, said a show insider
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
A Geffen spokeswoman did
not imMediately return a call for
comment.
Simpson's walk-off joins the
lore of other unexpected music
moments on "SNL": Elvis
Costello stopping and changing
songs on live TV, and Sinead
O'Connor tearing up a picture of

1:00 I 1:30
12:00 I 12:30
WKRN-ABC All My Children X One Life to Live
WSIL-ABC All My Children I One Life to Live

Please Elect

TT
PAT SCO
to
MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
#16 on the ballot
ea"
.31 year Murray Fire Department employee i.tler .4.
•12 years as Department Head - 00‘,4oed
•Leadership Murray Graduate
•Litelong resident of Calloway County
"I want to work for YINI."

News

11T/F-C85 Y 8 R

Talk of the Town

Brown

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM
The following is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau. Deadline order
date is Nov. 10. Delivery date is the week of December 1 to-be picked up at the Farm Bureau office.
Call the county office, 753-4703, or send this form to P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071 no later
than Nov. 10.
Telephone No.

From

Brown

The 700 Club A

Paid

Enter-

Fine

TOTAL
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

PRICF

$17.00
Navel Oranges,4/5 Bushel
$17.00
Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel
$13.00
Hamlin (Juice)Oranges
$16.00
Orlando Taftgelos 4/5 Bushel
$13.50
"Sunburst" Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel
$16.50
Apples)
&
Grapefruit
(Oranges,
Bushel
Trio,
1/2
Holiday Gift
$35.50
Cans
Oz.
24/12
,
Orange Juice - Super Concentrate
$19.00
Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans
$33.00
Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 6/2 Lb. Cans(NEW SIZE).. $26.50
$33.00
Southern Fried Redskin Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
$26.00
Cans
Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz.
$29.50
Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans
$26.00
Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 oz. Cans
$41.50
Cans
Lb.
6/2
Peanuts),
Mixed Nuts(50%
$44.50
case)
per
Peanut Gift Pack,(6/3 pkg.
$26.50
Dry Roast(No-Salt) Peanuts, 12/16 Oz. Jars
$58.50
Select Whole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Cans
$76.50
Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs
$76.50
Pkgs.
Lb.
/1
12
Select Shelled Pecan Halves,
$50.00
Cans
Honey Roasted Pecans, 12/8.5 Oz.
$50.00
Toasted & Salted Pecans, 12/8.5 Oz. Cans
Chocolate Nut Gift Pack,6/2 Can packs(10 oz. chocolate
$44.50
covered cashews & 10 or. chocolate covered almonds)

Please return this form by November 10 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071.
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Edition IBA
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Oprah Winfrey X News
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Shrinks Zoboo Dragon Clifford Maya -1Post70s
Fear Factor X
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iGirlPaid
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X
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BET Now
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News

Friends
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News X

Nightfine Seinfeld
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As World Turns
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News
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WGN

WSMV-NBC The Biggest Loser X Father
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KF15-C85 Newel Bold

TLC

'Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
*Budget & Designer
Eyewear
Dr. Kevin M. Adams •Contacts For Astigmatism
308 S. 12th St. and Bifocals
759-2500 •Most Insurance Accepted

Reading Cyber-

thiPT-P85 Virtues Lions

MTV

Eyetare Sacialties
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WPSD-NBC Days of our Lives Passions if
WBE1J-A8C All My Children A One Life to Live

TNT
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Movie:
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The View (N) X

USA

"Exactly," Simpson said. "I
feel so bad. My band started
playing the wrong song. I didn't
know what to do so I thought I'd
do a hoe-down."

ke

Tony Dram

Y8R
The Early Show X Mantel Wilkins X The Price Is Right News
Nevis
I
News
Announced
To Be
Today In Stereo) X
Divorce News
The View (N) X
Regis and Kelly
Good Morning AmericaI
Mr
Jokers
Barney
BoohSomme Street I
TaleArthur Beg
'Lions
Justice
Divorce
Court
Peopie's
Hatchet Hatchet! Judge Mathis X
Light- Paid
Good Day Live .t.
Pat
Berens- Under- Garfield Dennis Home Delivery (N) Pat
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Right
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Price
The
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The Early Show (in Stereo)1
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Night
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Heat
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Reading
Mr
TileDragon Calliou Shrinks Bernri Sesame Street X Uons
Spin
°harms
Pokers
Thies
Living
BelayPaid
Paid
Sabrina Bait

24 29 26 8 SportsCenter X

TNT

"What can I say?" guest host
Jude Law said with Simpson
standing next to him at the end
of the show."Live TV."

a

WON

ESPN

Simpson made some exaggerated hopping dance moves,
then walked off the stage 35 seconds into the performance. NBC
quickly cut to a commercial.

Her record company, Geffen
Records, said there was a computer glitch. Instead of some
pretaped electronic percussion,
the recording of "Pieces of Me"
started mistakenly performing.
the record company said in a

Paid

9 9 2 3 Paid

Regis and Kelly

10:00 I 10:30 11:00 11:30
Jane Paley
The View(N)I

9:30

9:00

8:00 ' 8:30

7:00 I 7:30

6:30

6:00

Ashlee Simpson's "extra help"
may have been exposed when a
"Saturday Night Live" audience
heard her voice - singing the
wrong song - while she held a
microphone at her waist.

She looked momentarily confused as the band plowed ahead
with the song and the vocal was
quickly silenced.

t-
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TUESDAY MORNING

Wiff3J-A8C 7 7
WNPT-P8S 5 I

Simpson had performed her
hit single "Pieces of Me" without incident earlier in the show.
When she came back a second
time, her band started playing
and the first lines of her singing
"Pieces of Me" could be heard
again.

I)

TV Listings Tuesday, October 26,2004
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By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP)-Singer
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Roe Estes
Lake Properly
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms Foe Sale
Acreage
Home For Sim
Mosorcydss & ATV's
Aulo Parts
Sport UbSty Vehicles
Used Cars
Yens
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats I Motors
SerVICOS Otlered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

Run,
$7.75 Column Inch, 60"i, Discount 2nd
409 Discount 3rd Run.
1 -i.1.14,,N1 Ron WIthm o Dan Perurl
(Shopping Guide)
53.00 per column inch extra for Monday

PLACE x12111ILINE Al2 AND 1.I WILL APPEAR 911
THE WEBSITE Al isS2ExTRA CHARGE,
I INA
$8.25 int Day -20 words or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
Shopping(uide)WO extra lOr blind box ads.
tX1 extra tor Shopprsuuolitteu ip-itter
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060

A
VETERAN
A Special Veteran's Day Tribute

Help Wanted

* HONOR

COMPUTER OPERA
TOR I Part-time (20
hr/wk), partial benefits.
High school or equivalent. two years mainframe computer sysoperations
tem
required (IBM. CICS,
JCL. MVS preferred).
college
Related
exchanged for portion
of experience. VM/ESA
and CMS experience
desirable. Afternoon
shift, hours may vary.
Click on "Employment'

November 11, 2004
*Mum past and present Veterans that

* Only $11
per photo

you care by reserving a space today.'
In Memory of
Orval Brown
Corporal - Army Air Corp
WWII
1942-1945
We are proud of your service
to our country.
Love,
Your Family

(only one person
per photo)
*Double spots $18
40 word limit

NOV. 5 AT 5PM
DEADLINE:
.......

r

Bring $I I payment, photo, this form, along with a self-addressed stamped
envelope during office hours to 1001 Whitnell Avenue in Murray or mail to
Murray Ledger and Times, Attn: Classifieds, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

I

*
;Alt

LIMIT OF 20 WORDS, PLEASE PRINT

1*

Phone

IYour Name:

-

lAddress:
lin Honor/In Memory (circle one) Name of Veteran:

I.

Date of Service:

IRank:

a
www.mu rraystate.edu
for additional information. Salary $9.48
at:
Apply
hourly.
Human
Resources,
State
Murray
University, 404 Sparks
KY
Murray,
Hall,
4207 1 - 33 1 2.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
AA
M/F/D,
EEO.
employer.
factory
IMMEDIATE
positions available at
IES 888-547-6218

IbUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

.114.0g labprb's

Lou V. McGary

Limousines & Vans

1-84-FOR KRA
361 Mein St
Moray, KY 411171
1-888-3674757
470175s-5000
All Oreasios Transportation Airport Service • Ceel8hd Driven
• Ammar-

--

NOW taking applications for day 8. night
shift. Apply in person
@ Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.

00
LAM and Found

STEVE VIDNIER
General Practice of Lau Incluilint_7:
R %NKR' PTCY
DIVORCE/CI STODI1SI !TORT
cRINIIN %Erik 1,1T1(71/I I
PERSON U. INJERN

753-1752
!Ills is \\ \l i\ I RI INI \II \ I

Murray Women's Club
Creative Arts Department„

HAVE you seen my cat
MIMI? Black and yellow tortoise with half
black and half yellow
face. Escaped near 5
9/25.
on
Points
Reward. 753-1319
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
'CHRISTMAS'
060
1
'
1,ti,44' BAZAAR vik4,0
Wanted
Kelp

October 30, 2004 • 9:00 - 2:00
Women's Club House, 704 Vine Street
Murray, Kentucky
Featuring:
Bake Sale • Christmas Crafts • Area
Vendors • Attic Treasures

Notice
photograSENIOR
Wedding
phy.
Call
Photography.
Lynn's Studio. 7531001. 16 years experience.
IF you have diabetes,
exciting news is here
www Dont forget to
take your vitamins
1012. - MtIner 4043
Use address bar
OUR fish are not
square' Sandra D's
Diner. 94 E. 293-3816

AMERICAN Red Cross
Community CPR training Calloway Library
2nd Saturday every
month. Pre-registration
required. Call 7531421 for info.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
PTL has entry to, intermediate level pt.'
(ions with exceptional potential for career -

minded individuals. Past ?xposure to the
trucking industry a plus. Individuals with
computer and telephone skills and experience in customer service are preferred. We
offer a competitive compensation and benefits package. Replies are kept confidential. Responsible and eager individuals

seeking a career opportunity are encouraged to forward their resume to:

BEST Western, formal
ly Shoney's Inn, now
hiring for experienced
and
housekeeping
laundry. Top pay, apply
in person. 1503 N.
12th.
NEEDED: Block layers
for project in Murray,
KY. October through
December 2004. Call
270-350-1133

060
Help Wanted
BOOKKEEPER: loca
retail business seeks
part time Bookkeeper
20-30 hours per week.
Must be proficient with
Office,
Microsoft
QuickBoOks and basic
accounting skills. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1393. Murray. KY.
0111141404144140110114ffeeeee

The Bull Pen is
now hiring
experienced
chargrill cooks.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
•••••••••••••••••1100111
SIGN company seeking persons who are
experienced or willing
to learn vinyl graphic
design & applications,
Send resume to P.O.
Box 938, Benton, KY
42025

Materials Manager/Master Scheduler
Motion International a manufacturer of wooden
laboratory furniture, supplier of laboratory
equipment and manufacturer of Texwood
Materials
Seeking
furniture.
library
Manager/Purchasing Professional with demonstrated experienced in manufacturing scheduling. JIT procurement. materials management.
and distribution. Send resume to: Motion
International, 1865 North Market Street, Paris,
TN 38242, Jeremy Phillips, HR Manager.
iphillipsOkarnpbellrhea.cont
Design Engineer:
Mohon International a manufacturer of wooden
laboratory furniture, supplier of laboratory
equipment. and manufacturer of Texwood
library furniture. Seeking design engineer with
demonstrated proficiency of AutoCAD 2000,
good computer and math skills, and the ability
to conceptualize design of custom casework.
Engineering educational experience and certification. Send resume to: Motion International.
1865 North Market Street. Paris, TN 38242.
Manager.
HR
Phillips,
Jeremy
iphillips@campbellrhea.com
Buyer/Planner

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
Russell Long
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
An

4. w.

a.•

Equal Opportunity Employer

▪

ff

Motion International a manufacturer of wooden
laboratory furniture, supplier of laboratory
equipment and manufacturer of Texwood
Purchasing
Seeking
furniture.
library
Professional with demonstrated experienced in
JIT procurement in an MRP environment. Send
resume to: Mohon International. 1865 North
Market Street. Paris, TN 38242, Jeremy
Phillips. HR Manager. jphillips@canipbellrhea.cem

OPENINGS available
secunty and janitorial
positions in Murray
area. Call 444-0064.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's 53000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only' 1800-578-8799
YEAR round maintenance Electric. plumb
ing. construction skills
required. Apply in person at 30 Big Bear
Resort Rd, Benton, KY.
270-354-6414
090
Domestic & Childcare
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda 759-9553.
HOME based daycare
has openings for children. Provider has
CPR & First Aid training
as well as an educational background in
child development. Full
time rates are $65/wk.
759-4649
Christian
LOVING,
grandma with Master's
Special
in
degree
Education will babysrt
and/or tutor weekends
or evenings. (270)7533432

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part A: $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP LN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

a
ornrrierc a
Disposal
AD Types of Refuse Service

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay
or payment,plan.

PLACE
YOUR AD HERE!

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

2-0-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry IsaacsAaren Isaacs, Chimers

for as little as

$12.00 per week.

Call Jill Stephens at

2x2

753-1916

(13 Week Contract)

and place your ad today!

IBranch of Service:
IMessage

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

a.

150
Articles
For Sale
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows.
etc.
baths,
kit,
436Experienced.
5914, Valerie

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Locally
owned
fitness
and tanning
business
for sale:
Please call
(270)5279562
for more
information.

MANAGER TRAINEE
EARN 530-535K WITH
FULL BENEFIT PACKAGE

CALL MONDAY & TUESDAY
759-5910
ASK FOR MR. SMITH
EOE/MF

NATION'S Premiere
Benefits Company is
looking for leaders.
Work from home. Part
time or full time.
residual
Lifetime
income. Free DVD
about company. Call
492-8625 or 293-0165
TOP rated fast food
business, very clean &
maintained. wetl above
industry standards. No
gimmicks, everything
shows. Located close
to KY/TN line, serious
callers only. (270)7592416, leave message
120

1987 Harley low rider.
condition.
good
Ponderosa 20ft. goose
neck stock trailer.
(270)748$1,500.
5307,(270)970-1065
2 plots behind "Woman
at the Well in Murray
Garden.
Memorial
$450 each Call 7538619
CAMOUFLAGE suits,
children's
assorted
sizes, $5/set at Key
Auto Parts 753-5500
LP Gas Refills. New
100 lb. cyl & OPD
valves in stock B&B
Broker. 753-4389

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans arid other aluminum. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

FALL Sale. Yanmar
Tractors - excellen
compact tractors plus
rotary cutters, finish
economy
mowers,
tillers.
and
boxes
Located on Hwy 94E 2 miles west of Kenlake
State Park. Call after
4PM (270)474-2774
Musical
PIANO LESSONS
Phone 436-6054
After 5 p m
PIANO teacher looking
for beginning level students. Will come to
your house Please call
Ms. Brittany at 7679594 if interested

JUNK cars wanted
Free hauling 293-0319
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters.
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors. and
storm windows 7534109

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation is
seeking qualified applicants for the position of mechanic.
Candidates must have a high school diploma or equivalent,
advanced mechanical education is preferred. Candidates
must have the Class A CDL license or must be able to obtain
The successful candidate will be
it within six months.
tools.
own
required to provide
West Kentucky RECC offers an excellent benefit package,
including a competitive wage commensurate with experience
and qualifications. The cooperative reserves the right to
reject any and all applicants. West Kentucky RECC is an
equal opportunity employer. Please send resume by
November 3, 2004 to:
Jimmy Greer
Construction & Maintenance Supervisor
West Kentucky RECC
P. 0. Box 589
Mayfield, KY 42066
O

SHOPPING
$1,000
SPREE: with every
new home sold now to
Christmas' Come get
your new home today'
731-584-9429
FT.:
1,680
SO.
Doublewide repo sold
new in 2002 on 2 acres
includes water & septic' 731-584-9429
11 Ready for living.
NC, heater, refrigerator,
stove,
porch
underpinning. steps
$500 753-8216
14X76 2BR 2BA comes
with 4 acres and all
appliances. $25.000.
753-4434, 293-4530
1983 14x72 2BR. IBA.
good condition, new
furnace. set up in
Riviera Courts. asking
$3,500. 753-3337
1992 16x70 Clayton
mobile home $11.000
OBO New vinyl siding,
shingle
roof,
etc.
Coach Estate G-6
Daytime 759-8510

1996 16x60. 2BR. 2BA
condition
excellent
moved
must
be
$11,000. 270-435-4064
mobile
nice
1997
home. C/H/A. 14x60,
will pay sales tax and
put it in your name for
$9,000 437-4465
AWESOME: 3 bedroom, 2 bath home for
payments as low as
$130.00' w.a.c. Call
now 731-584-9429

2 BR 1 bath like new
$375 753-4801
mobile
NICE 2BR
home and lots for rent.
No pets 753-9866

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR with study. washer/dryer included $350
per month. 1BR with
studio $335 per month.
2BR townhouse IBA
dryer
washer and
included $410 per
month. 753-7559
1BR. 1 bath MX).
refrigerator. stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780.
1BR. IBA central gas
heat & air, all appliances, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, IBA duplex with
per
$500
garage
month 753-7688. 4926200
2BR
IBA, carport
$425. 901 Sunny Lane
753-3415
4 bedroom house. 1. 2.
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
APT 1 bedroom $250
plus lights and deposit.
for
270-436-6081,
fished, near lake
BEAUTIFUL furnished
apartment, Wells Blvd
near MSU campus
Available Nov. 1. senous inquines only. 7535278
FOR rent one B.R. apt.
furnished, close to
MSU. For info. call 7533474

r

TOPSOIL
FOR SALE
Excellent
Quality

753-6398
753-6337
Will Deliver

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

GARAGE SALE
94E, 1ST ROAD
PAST DUNCANS
COASTAL GAS
STATION, 235
GROVE LANE
FRI & SAT
8-4PM
Household & misc

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St . now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month Call 7531970.Leave Message.
HILLtiALE Apts now
taking applications 1 &
2, bedrooms. No credit
check required. EHO
( 2 70 )4 3 7 - 4 11 3
TDD1711
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 1BR. can walk to
MSU, available immediately. 762-0991 and
559-1164
NICE 2BR duplex no
pets 753-7457 or 4366357
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 41-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668,
UNIVERSITY Heights
is now accepting applications for 1 & 2 BR
rental assisted apartments. M-W-TH, 8-5.
1734 Campbell St.
Hearing
759-2282
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056.
Housing Opportunity
VERY nice 2BR, 1.5BA
townhouse All appliances, central gas heat
and air. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. no pets
753-2905

rkkass For EWA

A2BR

house. oentra
H&A, wd hookup, no
pets. 753-2259, 5278174. $550 a month, 1
month deposit
NICE 3BR house 2
bath, central heat & air,
nice neighborhood, no
pets. $750 227-1916
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

Estals
Nice 35x12 mobile
home, 20x30 block
building, well, septic.
All on 1 acre 5 minutes
on
Murray
from
Lawson Rd. in Stella
$25,000. 753-7549
SMALL farm for sale.
acres
15
fenced
approx. 3 miles east of
Murray in a very nice
community. Has road
frontage for a home
and would be great for
horses or to subdivide.
Asking $60.000. Call
753-1940 and leave
Realtor
message
nquines welcome

2003 Chevy ext. cat
4dr, tow haul pkg, new
tires, extended warran
ty. Call 767-9762
2000 Chevy Silveradc
V8 auto $7,500 492
6222
'98 Explorer. red, 4x4
leather, CD changer,
loaded. $4,950 '86
Nissan King Cab 4x4
good truck, $1,500. '90
DeVille
Sedan
Cadillac, lady dnven,
leather, extra nice.
753-1522,
$2,950.
293-3124
1996 black Dodge ext
cab 4x4, loaded out
182,000. $5,700 OBO
435-4243

16 foot completely
refurbished boat and
trailer. 70HP Mercury,
trolling motor included.
753-0123
$1,550.
days Larry 759-1525
nights or 293-6692

Lots For Sale
THREE extra large
in
lots
secluded
Gatesborough subdivi(Edinborough
sion
Drive) $14,950 each.
753-4573
Aassgs

92 acres located on
Faxon Road Heavily
wooded with some
PREMIER MINISTOR.pine, some hardwood
AGE *Inside climate
Lovely site cleared and
control storage
for building
ready
alarmed
•Secunty
Creek flows through
*Safe & clean
property plus pond
•We sell boxes!
Call Kopperud Realty
•We rent U-Hauls
753-1222 for details
753-9600
Reduced to $94.900
G&C
MLS#19909
STORAGE anci
PROPANE
Homes For Sale
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
3,000 sq ft. house on
Cell:(270)293-4183
extensively landscaped
9:cm -4 nm. M-F
lot. 2 car garage. gas
fireplace, 3 bedrooms
plus sleeping loft over
mmereial Prot).
great room. 3 full baths.
For Sale
kitchen, dining room.
living room, 24'x40'
ESTABLISHED, rep
great room, office,
utable childcare cente
large walk-in pantry,
for sale with almost an
covered 16'x24' arbor,
acre of land in Murray.
covered porch, large
Call 270-227-0478 for
patio, (doll house)
appointment
shed. 759-8918
38R, 2 bath house,
Martin Heights subdivision. Call 753-0980
Insulated
2,580 sq. ft.
after 5pm.
metal building with
3BR. 2BA House, $750
overhead
electric
will
owner
doors, paved parking, down,
on
located
finance,
gravand 10.760 sq. ft
in
Row
Govenors
eled area with security
Shores
Panorama
fence. 270-753-0020
area. Call Dennis @ 1800-825-6070.
Pets & Supplies
BEAUTIFUL Lighted
104
Subdivision:
DOG Obedience
Autumn Ridge EstatesMaster Trainer.
from
minutes
5
436-2858
Mayfield. 20 from
390
Murray (off Hwy 121
livestock &
N). 25 from Lone Oak,
36R, 2 bath, 2C GA,
STRAW for sale. $2.25
$129.000 by owner call
bale (day) 753-4582. 270-331-7679
(night) 759-4718

436-2867 Joe's Mowe
pick
Repair Free
up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

Ir

Rooms For Rent
CLEAN room for rent
w/full house privileges.
64" Big Screen TV. Wel,
surround sound. color
TV in room. Off street
parking. 753-6222

2BR. 753-4860, 753
1502

Selling your
motorcycle or
ATV'

Call us, we'll
be glad to
help.
Murray Ledger
& limes
270-753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units Available
.Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
Need A Car?
No Credit Check!

llolorcycies &ATV's
1984 Yamaha 225 DX
shaft drive, front & rear
rack, gun holder, excellent condition Call anytime 293-2138

1

Used Cars
1113

2000 Grand Am. auto
loaded. 4 door, runs
great, rebuilt title,
68.000 miles, $4,600.
767-0357
2000 Pontiac Grand
Prix. red, 57,000 miles,
like new, $11,000, GTP,
leather seats, sun roof.
loaded. 437-4608
Mazda
1997
loaded,
Millennium,
64.000 miles. $6,900.
759-4249
1994 Mazda 626 LX
runs great. 181K, 30+
mpg. $1,400. OBO
437-3186

IBM

Vans

1999 Dodge Grand
excellen
Caravan,
122,000
condition,
miles. $4.750. 7594893
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded. rear
A/C. 4 captain's chairs,
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition. Calf 7679442
500
Used Truck;

FAUGHN'S USED CARS
401 Syeurnore • 7.50 ACo0 • 1-800-279-7715

Horoscopes

Roofing Metal

Yard Sale

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

320
Apra** For Rent

Monday, October 25, 2004 • 11
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NIurray Ledger & Times

tree
AFFORDABLE
work removal 4362867
ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE. Septic tank
and grease trap cleaging and repair. Acceis
risers installed. 7535933, 1-877-335-1500
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
roams, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,.
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
ASPHALT
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
Tony Travis Owner
•Onveways
*Parking Lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
D.G
Landscaping &
Nursery
*mulching
•fenilization/overseeding
*welding
*trimming
*pressure washing
*parking lot sweeping
*leaf mulching
435-4431
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for. Plus, all repairs for
home and business.
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 4892839.
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal, clean out
attics, garages. yard
waste. etc. (270)4892583
Hudson
LAYTON
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work.
753-4545 or 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt7"
753-5827
Creek
NATURAL
Landscaping Design
and layout, mulch, tnm.
leaf removal and maintenance. Free estimates, CaM today! 7
.61-

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Oct. 26, 2004:
This coming year you will be
reaching the end of a cycle of

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order by II a.m. &
pick up *ea day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 SL 26 gauge in
#1 & 42 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall

AUTRY ROOFING
30 years experience
All work guaranteed
Cell
731-234-6875

Roby Autry
270-767-9597
731-586-4496

www.trotterswoodshop.com

completion. Look back at the
past 10 years and what you
might want to change. In a year,
you will start a new cycle, where
you can create much more of
what you desire. Make room for
the new and what you want. You
land on your feet like a cat this
year. Learn to express your
anger and not hold it in. You will
either make yourself sick or possibly blow up like a volcano at
something little. Spend more on
your well-being. If you are single, you will meet people easily.
Just make sure anyone yeti meet
is emotionally available. You
will meet someone important
toward next fall. If you are
attached, the two of you gain by
doing more nurturing and private activities together. ARIES
triggers you.

We build, repair,
and refinish.

1220 Hopkins
Road • Murray
I 753-0249

w

*PICK UP S. DELIVERY PROVIDED*

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Dnvessays
David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or 12701 527-7176

McGrews

Ill

VINYL SIDING &
CUSTOM REMODELING
Y1

.1

For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

NO lob too big or small
Just give me a call
270-226-9074

Services Mend
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

PAYTON Lawn Care.
estimates.
FREE
fertilizing,
Mowing.
landscaping. leaf raking, light backhoe work.
Phone: 270-436-5507,
Cell: 270-293-7717

TENNESSEE Metals,
Inc. 641 North Puryear,
TN 38251. (731)2473222. Monday thru
Thursday 8-4, now
buying tin, iron. cars
Come by for the best
prices anywhere! Rolloff containers also
available.

Right.
&
QUICK
Painting, House work,
Yard work, Odd Jobs_
(270)761 -2559
RESICOM
LLC.
Contractors,
Home repair, renovation & building services. concrete & tile, vinyl
siding & replacement
270-227windows
2115. 270-436-5764

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Aril 19)
*** Early in the day, discuss
funds that involve security, a
domestic matter or a real estate
issue. Clear the air. You discover
that someone could be volatile or
angry and directing his or her
energy toward you. Take the high
road, and don't become triggered. Tonight: Let your mind
relax.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** What you don't say might be
more important than what you do
say. Others will slowly open up if
you don't pressure them. But.
what you learn needs to be kept
hush-hush right now. Tonight:
Get some extra zzz's.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Aim for exactly what
you want. Understand that it will
not drop in your lap without some
of your ingenuity and creativity. A
child or a loved one feels left out
and lets you know it. Make it OK
to spread yourself thin. You
scarcely have a choice. Tonight:
Socialize away.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Keep your opinions to yourself, even when a difficult boss or
associate pushes you beyond
your limit. This person might be
having an unusually hard time
and cannot control his or her
anger.l Look the other way.
Tonight: Race on home and turn
on your answering machine.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Look past the obvious
and read between the lines. Your
intuition could be a bit off, but
your abilities to dig up the facts,
make inquires and find experts
peak. Dynamic thinking opens
many doors. State your case
once you are sure of the facts.
Tonight: Treat yourself to some
mind candy.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to curb
your spending, even if others are
encouraging you to go for it. You

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.

SYSTEM
SEPTIC
INSTALLATION. And
repair, pumping, field
replacement,
line
washer beds installed
gravel
Excavating,
driveways and parking
lots installed. BRENT
ALLEN
SEPTECH.759-1515,
1-877-11 -1500

by Jacqueline Bigar

7 mo Australian shep
herd/lab mix, all shots,
spayed, free to good
home. 761-2561

It's that time of year, ond
everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go, just make
a simple phone call and
ask for "Vacation Pok."
That way you won't
miss a single thing

When you come bock
catch up on Garfield
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We'll deliver your
'Vacation Pak'
when you return

Call 270-7531916
Circulation Department
I ask

"Vacation Pak."

0
EDGERCJIM ES

Ij

Murratis Newest

onst

and Oft Skoppe
•(-dee,/ lAlrf Candle,t• Scent,
•
velbrert•Ilow Awn;
•Frill-Sererce I lonst

PURCHASE,ZERO DOWN!
YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
*100% loan, no money down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

(270) 753-7407

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
Vie Service All Brands'

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

1984 Chevrolet truck.
492-8723
,
06a4alilik
410111 1

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2004 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

GLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK, LLC
t
I•o ‘11
h,( Ica r(

Going on
Vacation?

c

BORN TODAY
actor Bob Hoskins (1942).
actress Jaclyn Smith (1947)
*••

WATERPROOFING
AND
BASEMENTS
CRAWLSPACES
roof
Underground
drains, surface water
diversions, shoreline
and erosion control
nprap installed, storm
BRENT
shelters
ALLEN SEEPTECH.
759-1515, 1-877-3351500

Free Column

cv

alone are responsible for your
spending. A talk with a family
member helps renew your perspective. Eye the long-term.
Tonight: Let another treat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others run with the ball,
but you still cannot resist putting
in your two cents. Could you be
overreacting? Let others reveal
feelings.
and
ideas
their
Discussions open up underaway.
Brainstorm
standing.
Tonight: Go along with plans.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Holding in anger could
backfire and make you a bit accident-prone. The issue for you is
to express your feelings in a
fashion that someone else can
hear. Take a second look at your
financial situation. Consider putting in overtime. Tonight: Play it
low key.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Keep your mind active,
and you'll come up with unusual
answers. You have that extra
pow that makes the difference in
others.
of
responses
the
Another's objection needs to be
listened to. Make your plans or a
project as good as possible.
Tonight: So naughty and so nice.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You find a boss a bit
touchy or difficult. Do your best
to pacify this person. You might
need to rethink your plans and
your approach. Realize that what
you think is right might not be in
sync with someone else. Tonight:
Veg.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Pick up the phone. You
hear news that might force a
change of plans. In fact, you
might need to take off at the last
minute. Friends and associates
pitch in and help you get past an
immediate problem. Tonight:
Catch up on a friend's news over
a drink and munchies.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Cut spending until you get
a better handle on your budget,
especially if you are attached.
You might need to know what the
left hand is doing. Check out
insurance and taxes. You want to
know where you stand. Tonight:
Think "money."

RIR)

1001 Whiles. Om., Mum% KY

"Brinfie5 7At

cze Old Peer

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION

44,
0 tA
ARPET

S

*Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
*Window Blinds

Professional Installation
.100'. Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic. Carpet,
Vinyl, Hardwood. Laminate and
Commercial Flooring

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!
Office. (866) 936-6600 • Cell. (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

Accepting New Patients
Ear, Nose & Throat
Phillip Klapper.11.11.
- Hearing Aids No Referrals Required Call for Appointment(270) 759-4811
Suite 3041.: -- Murray. KY 42071
Stro-i-1
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What is
sleep apnea?

Reaction to grandson's illness
causes major headache

LookingBack

Published is a picture of
Lyle Underwood of District 16
DEAR ABBY: My mother- bell rang. It was a visit from
breathe ineffiof Christian Churches of Jack- in-law, "Sharon," and I had a Child Protective Services. CharDEAR DR. GOTT: Please patients may
at all, except
not
or
ciently
check
a
presenting
Purchase
son
apnea.
wonderful relationship until I lie's pediatrician had to be con- discuss sleep
wakefulness.
full
during
term
The
for Need Line to the Rev. Robert
READER:
DEAR
gave birth. Almost overnight, tacted as well as his school
Treatment for these variants
group
Brochoff, treasurer of Need
counselor. It was very embar- "sleep apnea" refers to a
Sharon
difficult,
exceedingly
is
disorders,
of
Line Board. The photo was by
became rassing. After an investigation,
airpressure
positive
although
Hill.
David
which
all of
Staff Photographer
extremely the matter was dismissed.
(a device worn at night
flow
potenBirths reported include a
are
Sharon has never denied
overbearing
tially fatal, to force air into the lungs)
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gary
about how I that she called CPS, nor has
marked by a may help many patients.
Wayne Smith. Oct. 12.
should raise she made any effort to apolIn my opinion, patients with
of
cessation
40 years ago
her grand- ogize. My husband and I have
apnea should be monisleep
Trecartin,
breathing
C.
Donald
son, "Char- no wish to speak to her until
in a sleep laboratory so
tored
during
boatswain's mate first class, is
she does. Are we right to avoid
lie."
that appropriate therapy can
sleep.
serving with United States
Recently, her, and should we wait for
be designed on an individual
most
The
Coast Guard at Gloucester,
Charlie con- her to come to us? -- EMBARAbby
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basis. Sleep labs are available
Mass.
Dr. Gott common
a RASSED IN NEW YORK
tracted
most teaching centers.
in
is
The Rev. W.A. Farmer is
form
DEAR EMBARRASSED:
common
By Abigail
To give you related inforcalled
serving as the new pastor of
thought
By
childhood Grandma may have
Van Buren
mation, I am sending you a
Elm Grove Baptist Church,
Dr. Peter Gott "obstrucillness. she knew best, but she should
of my Health Report
copy
In
Highway 94 East, Murray.
tive."
Although I had been taking have quit after consulting Chare Disorders." Other
"Sleep/Wak
stop
Recent births reported at
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him to the pediatrician regu- lie's pediatrician. For her to simple
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who
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airways
Murray Hospital include a boy
their
because
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back-m
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throat),
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remove
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25,
Today is Monday, Oct.
inch from losing our virgini- or without
personal preference — and how
the 299th day of 2004. There ty. Should k tell her what hap- excess tissue in the throat.
Sleep apnea can also be serious your symptoms are.
are 67 days left in the year.
pened'? And what should I do
Today's Highlight in His- with the gifts? -- ASHAMED "central.- meaning that it is a Ask your gynecologist about
neurological problem, such as a pessary. Or, if you wish,
tory:
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ago,
tumor or brain infection — consider surgery.
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10 years ago
Donnie Oserbey and Eddie
Workman have been elected
as new officers of the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
Kathryn Culbert. director of
Adult Psychiatric Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
spoke about "Mental Illness"
at a meeting of Murray/Kentucky Lake Unit of AARP held
at Holiday Inn.
Births reported include a
girl to Catherine and Russell
CuIley and a girl to Sherry
and Mickey McKenty, Oct. 19.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Bob Blankenbaker of Aurora
skimming off excess residue
from a vat of sorghum he was
demonstrating at the annual
Aurora Festival Oct. 21 and
22. The photo was by 'Staff
Photographer Kevin Bowden.
Prof. James F. Thoripson
of the department of economics at Murray State University. was named "Economist of
the Year" by the Kentucky
Economic Association at a conference held at Louisville.
Births reported include a
girl to Michael and Cindy
Meredith, Sept. 28; a boy to
Mary and Dennis Harper, a
girl to Lisa and Van Bucy, a
boy to Linda and Darrell Taylor and a girl to Kathryn and
Dale Jackson. Oct. 13.
30 years ago
Linda Sue Arnold, Georgianna Furgerson, Harold Glenn
Doran Jr., David Eugene
Alexander and Barbara Jane
Brittian, all from Murray, are
among students named to
"Who's Who Among Students
of American Universities and
Colleges" at Murray state University.
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Famous Hand
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Tomorrow: The theory of gain vs. loss.

Crosswords
41 Shoe width
42 Boggy
43 Wish for
45 Fabled bird
46 Kind of union
48 Drenched
51 Moms girl
52 Running mates
54 Ms Peron
55 Preschooler
56 Attempt
57 Hideaway

ACROSS
1 Gaol formations
4 Crush
9 OJ purchases
12 Dog show org
13 Bring up the rear
14 HaH of 'deuxr
15 Uncles kid
17 Ow activity
19 Cut off
as branches
20 Obiect
21 Gloss target
23 You and I
24 Put cc the ratio
27 Homer-hitter
Mel —
28 iced-tea garniEt
30 Big Board
31 Richmond s St
32 Big toe problems
34 Financial off
35 Movie Lioness
37 Philanthropist
— Cornell
38 Fly catcher
39 "Blowin in the
Wind" singer
2

3

3
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DOWN
1 Rocks
Fleetwood —
2 Tyson stat
3 Work
with stone
4 Handy swab
(hyph
5 Vase with
a foot
6 Per
7 Ensoy
8 Alpaca kin
9 Prey
10 HBO allematve
4

5
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11 Visit
16 "Titanic"
message
18 Archeologist's
quest
20 Inhabitant
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21 Cared for
22 Venice's place
23 Pasta go-with
25 Organic
compound
26 Tnple Crown
race
28 Sweater letter
29 Ripped
32 Bleated
33 Sodium.
in formulas
36 Sneakiest
38 Black hea rted
40 Easily conned
42 Ostrlchtke bird
44 Roadmap info
45 Blushing
46 Okla time
47 Guanabara
Bay port
48 Hot tub
49 Festive night
50 043 — Marino
53 Plural ending
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Marro KY 42071
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IT'S YOUR MOM.. SHE
WANTS TO KNOW WHEN
YOU'RE COMIN6 HOME

I KNEW 514E4P CALL...
SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE
I'M ON A LEASH..

TELL ME ABOUT IT
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•Racers ...
From

Page 13
The Southeast passing attack
— led by OVC passing leader
Andrew Goodenough — produced just 263 yards. Goodenough was just 21-of-36, tossing one touchdown while also
throwing an interception.
The Indians fumbled three
times. Three of their four
turnovers came in the second
half as the Racers built an
insurmountable 21-0 third-quarter lead.
His squad's dismal offensive performance left a frustrated Tim Billings with few
answers.
"We had five turnovers last
week (against Eastern Kentucky), and the ball wasn't wet
then," said the SEMO coach
in response to a question about
his team's lack of ball security in the wet conditions. "We're
just not a very efficient offense
team. We had too many threemany
too
and
and-outs
turnovers."
The Racers got on the board
quickly at the 9:56 mark of
the first quarter, when Turner
rumbled into the end zone from
4-yards out to cap a 6-play,
9I-yard drive.
Cook put MSU in front 140 with just 10 seconds remaining in the half on a 3-yard
scamper that ended another
long drive (13 plays, 77 yards).
The bruising 6-foot-I, 240pounder struck again late in
the third period, getting into
the end zone from 4-yards out
for 21-0 Murray lead after the
Racer defense recovered a fumble in SEMO territory.
MSU had a chance to go
ahead by even more in the
third frame, but could not convert a well-conceived fake field
goal attempt.
Place-kicker Morgan Riley
lined up for an apparent 37yard attempt, but holder DeSean
Hamonds instead took the snap
and rolled out to his right.
Hammonds spotted a wide-open
Ben Rush near the 5-yard line.
but the pass was too low for
the freshman tight end to corral.
Still, the Racers remained
in control. Turner's 44-yard
scoring jaunt after an Onsha
Whitaker interception put Murray in front by a commanding
28-7 score midway through the
fourth quarter.

Sponsored By

RACERS 26
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0 0 7 6 — 13
7 7 7 7 — 28
First Quarter
MSU — Turner 4 run (Riley kick).
956
Second Guartur
MSU — Cook 3 run (Riley kick), 0.- 10.
Third OUirtaf
MSU — Cook 4 run (Riley kick), 3:31.
SEMO — Tautoo.1 run (Kutz kick),
133
Fourth Quarter
MSU — Turner 44 run (Riley kick).
7:13.
SEMO — Goodson 32 pass from
Goodenough (kick failed), 5:31.
A — 2.114
SEMO
Murray St

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Van Haverstock
NATIONAL LEAGE FOOTBALL SCOREBOARD
National Football League Standings
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pet
6 0 0 1 000
New England
5 1 0 833
N Y Jets
5 0 167
1
Buffalo
6 0 143
1
Miami
South
W L T Pct
5 2 0 714
Jacksonville
4 2 0 667
Indianapolis
3 3 0 500
Houston
2 5 0 286
Tennessee
North
Pet
5 1 0 833
Pittsburgh
0 667
4
Baltimore
3 4 0 429
Cleveland
4
0 200
1
Cincinnati
West
Pet
5 1 0 833
Denver
4 3 0 571
San Diego
2 4 0 333
Kansas City
2 5 0 286
Oakland

TEAM STATISTICS
SEMO MSU
20
15
First downs
29-46 61-295
Rushes-yards
263 186
Passing
21-36-1 9-17-1
Como-Alt-Int
15
86
Return Yards
7-45.4 6-44_5
Punts-Avg
4-2
3-3
Fumbles-Lost
5-50 7-70
Penalties-Yards
2504 34.56
Time of Possession
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — SEMO, Tautoo 11-36,
3-4,
Peterson
10-34.
Oliver
Goodenough 4-minus 27, Team 1 minus 1 MSU. Turner 25-167, Cook
22-101, Lane 10-31, Fisher 4-minus 4
PASSING — SEMO Goodenough 2136-1 263 MSU Fisher 8-14-1 195.
Salyer 1-1-0 1, Hammonds 1-0-0 0
Team 1-0-00
RECEIVING — SEMO. Taufoo 6-30,
Matthews 5-35, Oliver 3-65. Oge 3-49,
Milcic 2-48, Goodson 2-36 MSU.
Hammonds 3-94. Humley 2-60,
Fashaw 1-13, Turner 1-11. Baxter 1-7,
Cook I-1

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times photo
Austin Peay's Cassie Hill (back) battles Racer sophomore Lacy Ford for a loose ball Sunday at Cutchin
Field on the campus of Murray State University. The
Lady Governors went on to win 2-1.

Goodenough hooked up with
wideout Ray Goodson for a
32-yard scoring strike later in
the period, but it was too little too late for the Indians,
who are now just 4-34-1 alltime against their western Kentucky counterparts.
The Racers must now solve
their road woes — 8-21 in the
last four-plus years — if they
are to claim a winning record
for the third time under Pannunzio's watch.
Two of MSU's three remaining games are away from Stewart Stadium. beginning with Saturday's matchup at rival Eastern Kentucky. Murray will host
Tennessee-Martin — a surprising 32-14 winner over Eastern
Illinois on Saturday — on Nov.
13 before closing out its season at Tennessee State on Nov.
20.
"I wish I knew what we
were doing at home that we're
not doing on the road," Pannunzio wondered aloud. "If I
did, we would be in the situation we're in now."

Hendrick plane crashes
en route to NASCAR race
MARTINSVILLE, Va. (AP)
— One of auto racing's most
successful dynasties was in
mourning after a plane owned
Motorsports
Hendrick
by
crashed in thick fog en route
to a NASCAR race. killing all
10 people aboard, including the
son, brother and two nieces of
owner Rick Hendrick.
The Beech 200 King Air
took off from Concord. N.C.,
and crashed Sunday in the Bull
Mountain area seven miles from
the Blue Ridge Regional Airport in Spencer, near the Martinsville Speedway. said Arlene
Murray, spokeswoman . for the
Federal Aviation Administration.
"It's just very tough." said
Donnie Floyd, an employee of
Hendrick, who placed a bouquet of flowers outside the
company's Charlotte, N.C.,
headquarters. "We are like one

State Auto
Insurance,

Austin Peay edges
Racers in OVC action

National Football League Standings
All Times CDT
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
t> 0 0 1 000
Philadelphia
4 2 0 667
N Y Giants
2 4 0 333
Dallas
2 4 0 333
Washington
South
L T Pct
W
5 2 0 714
Atlanta
3 4 0 429
New Orleans
2 5 0 286
Tampa Bay
5 0 167
1
Carolina
North
L T Pct
W
1 0 833
5
Minnesota
4
2 0 667
Detroit
3 4 0 429
Green Bay
5 0 167.
1
Chicago
West
Pct
4 3 0 571
St Louis
3 3 0 500
Seattle
2 4 0 333
Arizona
5 0 167
1
San Francisco

Lack of clutch hitting
hurting Cardinals
BOSTON (AP) — Unable
to come up clutch hits in the
first two games of the World
Series in quirky Fenway Park.
the St. Louis Cardinals were
in a hurry to get home.
The Cardinals left for St.
Louis — where they're 6-0
this postseason — in the fniddle of the night after their 62 loss to the Red Sox in Game
2 on Sunday night.
"We're down two, and it's
going to be our turn to have
homefield advantage, hopefully." Jim Edmonds said. "Hopefully. we take advantage of it."
World Series history is
against the Cardinals. Of 33
teams who dropped the first
two games on the road, only
five have rallied to win the
championship.
However, they heat the
Astros in a pair of must-win
games to take the NL championship series in seven games.
knocking out Roger Clemens

scoring from 15 yards out after
Staff Report
of play, giving APSU a
31:12
Murray Ledger & Times
halftime lead.
2-1
Senior forward Theresa
MSU closes out its regularReedy tied the Murray State
schedule on Friday at
season
single-season scoring record
(Indiana-Purdue-IndiIUPUI
seathe
of
goal
13th
with her
at 4 p.m. CT.
anapolis)
son just two minutes into the
Murray
Tournament:
OVC
Day
Senior
game, but MSU's
was spoiled by visiting Austin State will host the first round
Peay, which won the game 2- (quarterfinal) of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament on
Prior to the game, Murray Tuesday, Nov. 1 against either
State (7-9-1, 4-3-1 OVC) hon- Jacksonville State or Southeast
ored seniors Reedy, Erin Black- Missouri State, both teams tying
man. Jill Hawanchak, Shauna at 3-3-2 and tying in their
Kline, Lauren McAdams, and game together, 0-0.
A coin toss was be held
Jamie Roche.
Things looked promising earlier today to determine the
early on. as Reedy took a long seeding.
Murray State beat Jackmidfield pass from freshman
defender Sara Struve and boot- sonville State 2-1 in doubleed it in from 10 yards out just overtime and won at SEMO
1:47 into the game. With her 1-0 in double-overtime this sea13th goal of the season. Reedy son
tied the mark set by Jackie
Thomas (2000-03) in 2000,
MSU's inaugural season.
Both teams battled fiercely
at midfield, and during a joust
in the MSU penalty area, the
NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENTS
Racers were called for a handfor 12 months,$RC OFF MSRP on X485
ball, setting up a penalty kick
for the Lady Goys (7-9-2, I6-1 OVC). Senior Erin Mitchell
popped it into the lower left
pan of the goal to tie the game
at 1-1 after 28:51 of play.
Austin Peay took the lead
for good when freshman Jessica Hosse scored her teamleading sixth goal of the season on a pass from Mitchell.

with a lightning-strike sixth
inning in Game 7. And they're
perfect at home in the postseason.
mentally.
"We're tough
We're not down at all," Reggie Sanders said. "I think the
most important thing for us is
to continue to play good. solid
baseball., and we're doing that.
and things will turn around."
In the World Series, the
National League's top offense
still hasn't clicked. A lineup
that features three MVP candidates was 0-for-6 with runners in scoring position in
Game 2, and the Cardinals also
failed to capitalize on the Red
Sox's second straight four-error
game.
St. Louis came from behind
to win 48 of its major leaguehigh 105 victories during thi
regular season, hut even with
the Red Sox's defense stumbling the Cardinals were unable
to rally in the first two games.

SEASON-END
EVENT

big family."
News of the crash halted
Hendrick driver Jimmy Johnson's victory celebration after
the Subway 500 in Martinsville
as news of the deaths filtered
through the Hendrick team.
which also includes drivers Jeff
Gordon. Terry Labonte and
Brian Vickers.
The cause of the crash was
not immediately known.

JOHN DEERE
NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE

Vioxx has been withdrawn from the market due to an
increased risk of heart attack and stroke.
Call the Law Offices of Gary C. Johnson today
if you have suffered heart problems or stroke since
taking Vioxx. You may have important legal rights.

1-866-268-4200
iii tree

GARY C. JOHNSON,P.S.C.
www.garycjohnson.com
Hazard Office
Lexington Ofhce
Pikeville Office
941 North Main Si
1994 Richmond Rd
110 Caroline Avenue
Post Office Box 359
Suite 4
Post Office Box 231
Pikeville. KY 41502-0231 Lexington. KY 40502 Hazard, KY 41702
(606)436-6059
(859I 268-430)
16061437-4002
This is an ai.herti+cment

WE GIVE YOU '800 OFF:
400 OFF

Power steenng,
traction assist,
liquid cooling,
hydraulic lift
and No Interest,
No Payments
for 1 year

Enioy No Interest,
No Payments for
12 months on a
20-hp garden
tractor with
power steering

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26 • 6:30 P.M. IISEC
MEET THE RICERS & LADY BIERS

MSRP on GX255

saumoawoH

MSRP on 6X345

FiteJAM
FREE
ADMISSION

'700 OFF

O 3 9.108GINOr h1MM

YOU PUT OFF PAYING FOR 1 YEAR.

and more

CHECK OUT THESE OFFERS AND MORE AT YOUR DEALER NOW!

E 9 AUTO
MURRAY HOM
Murray, KY • 753-2571
Chestnut St. •

murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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MURRAY STATE 28- SOUTIIESAST MISSOURI STATE 13

Scalped
AP Photo

Boston Red Sox closer Keith Foulke, second right, celebrates with teammates
after they beat the St. Louis Cardinals, 6-2, in game two of the World Series in
Boston, Sunday.

Boston's tee-off party
TT NAN

Y Ledger & imes photo

Junior quarterback Adam Fisher (7) tries to escape the clutches of Southeast
Missouri State defensive end Cal Jillson (97) as Indian defensive back Mike
Miller (7) pursues on the play Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Racers maintain stranglehold on
SEMO; pile up wins at Stewart
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
'things rarely stay the same
in todav 's world.
But. as far as Murray State
football is concerned, there
have been two constants in
the last several years — wins
mer rival Southeast Missouri
State and wins at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Those trends continued on
Saturday as the Racers (4-4.
3-2 OVC) took advantage of
four Indian turnovers to claim
a 2X-I3 triumph. improving
to a perfect 4-0 at home this
season while extending their
v• inning streak to 12 games
over SEMO.
"We're obviously proud of
the way we played," said
fifth-sear Murray head coach
Joe Pannunzio, who holds a
17-7 record in 24 home games
. at the Racer helm. It seems
like we play well with our
hacks to the wall. ... We
don't have an OVC,championship to play for, but our
kids have a lot of pride and
they want to win."
In addition to the miscues
by. Southeast (1-6, 1-3), the
Racers were buoyed by another solid performance from their
backfield.
• A week after being held
to just 143 yards rushing in
a loss at Eastern Illinois, MSU
produced two 100-yard rushers for the second time this
season. A now-healthy backfield was led by junior Nick
Turner (25 carries, 167 yards
) and sophomore Chad Cook
(22-101), who each scored a
pair of touchdowns.
In all, the Racer ground
game churned out 295 of the

BOSTON (AP) — Curt Schilling got out of
bed and panicked.
"I woke up at 7 o'clock this morning, which
is a tipoff right there,"- he said. "I've never
woke up at 7 o'clock in the morning for anything in my life. I wasn't going to pitch. I
couldn't walk. I couldn't move."
He did pitch. He did walk. And he did
move — the Red Sox within two wins of the
World Series title that has eluded them since
1918.
His ankle stitched together for the second
time in a week and blood soaking through his
sock again, Schilling stomped on St. Louis,
leading Boston over the Cardinals 6-2 Sunday.
night for a 2-0 World Series lead.
just wish everybody on this planet could
experience the day that I just experienced,"

Schilling said.
Jason Varitek's rare two-run triple, a booming two-run double by Game 1 star Mark Bellhorn and Orlando Cabrera's two-run single —
all with two outs — offset another night of
damaging defense. Boston made four errors for
the second straight game, including a Series
record-tying three by third baseman Bill Mueller.
Pedro Martinez will try to make it a 3-0
lead Tuesday night when he faces Jeff Suppan
in Game 3 in St. Louis.
-We can't relax," Manny Ramirez said.
-They've got a great history in the Series.
They could come back."
While the Cardinals have lost eight straight
Series road games, they are 6-0 at Busch Stadium this postkason.

Our Priees Are
Falling Fasfer Than
The Leaves!
SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & limes photo

Junior tailback Nick Turner hops over SEMO's Brennan Spain (27) during this first-half run Saturday.
Turner paced the Racer offense with 167 yards and
two touchdowns on 25 carries against the rival Indians.
team's 481 total yards on a
rainy afternoon.
-They're a great combination," Pannunzio said of Turner and Cook. "Tank (Cook)
is a great inside runner, and
Nick can go anywhere. ...
And our fullback, Matt Webber, is blocking great. He's
just killing people up front."
Cook credited the strength
of the Racers' offensive line
for the backfield's success.
"Our offensive line has
really come a long way from

last year," Cook added. "We
had a lot of new guys up
there and the chemistry' might
not have been there early on,
but they're really playing well
together right now. The blocking has been really good."
Meanwhile, the Indians'
offense was bumbling and
stumbling its way through
another shaky outing. SEMO
managed 309 total yards, but
gained only 46 of those on
the ground.
•See RACERS Page 13
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Titans tumble at Minnesota
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Even with Minnesota's Randy Moss relegated to two snaps
of decoy duty, Tennessee still made sure to
take away the deep ball.
So Daunte Culpepper and the Vikings shifted gears and grind one out against the struggling Titans.
Culpepper completed 24 of 30 mostly lowrisk passes. and an aggressive defense knocked
Titans quarterback Steve McNair out of the
game in a 20-3 victory on Sunday.
"We did what we had to do," Culpepper
AP Photo
said. We move the chains when we have to
Tennessee Titans quarterback Steve
move the chains."
After throwing 10 touchdowns the last two McNair (9) gets off a pass before Minweeks. Culpepper finished with 183 yards and nesota Vikings defensive end Kenny
one score to Marcus Robinson just before half- Mixon, left, can reach him during the
time. Rookie Mewelde Moore rushed for 138 first quarter in Minneapolis, Sunday.
yards on 20.carries, and the defense yielded
its lowest points total in 98 games since a 24- Moss aggravated the injury.
"It was never un-aggravated," Tice said.
3 victorY over Cincinnati on Nov. IS, 1998.
The Titans made the same announcement about
Moss extended his consecutive games streak
to 102 with a token start, but his strained right McNair, who hurt his chest — again — on
hamstring kept him out of Minnesota's plans the first play of the second quarter.
and he went without a catch for the first time
After going 2-for-5 for 2 yards, McNair
in his seven-year career.
threw an incomplete pass and was brought
The All-Pro receiver didn't come out for down hard by a strong Minnesota rush. After
the second half. Although the only two routes lying on the turf for a few minutes, he grihe ran weren't long, the Vikings (5-1) said maced as he walked slowly off the field.

t 2000 Ford F-150 Ext. Cab

$14,900

Kustom Kroation Cony., Loaded w/ Equip., Special Paint

441 1999 Buick LeSabre
Local Car, Leather, Dual Pwr, Seats, Loaded
t 2000 Buick Century
Pwr. Windows, Pwr, Locks, Pwr. Seat, V-6
2003 Chrysler Sebring
4 Dr., Pwr. Windows, Pwr. Locks, CD Player
2001 Toyota Corolla
Pwr. Windows, Pwr, Locks, Pwr. Mirrors
t 2000 Chevy Impala LS
Leather, Sunroof, All Pwr., Extra Clean

$6,900
$8,900
$ 10,900
$9,900
$11,900

Brandon
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270) 753-5315 -(800) 455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com
MPD powertrain w/o deduct
'See Dealer for details. "Warranty is

